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Got lotsa 
good stuff 
you'll wanna 

4 use! 

All right ~! A LA 1 
Since that Ж = 7 This 
looks so 
good on 

necklace is 

"а normally 
ask for five 

= but tomatoes 
deal! › МГ make for that 

This place 
really does 

it two e 
instead 
! \ 

< Most 
This \ i Ч of the 

only happens Lo time it's 
a few times trades 

` W between 
\ W indi- 

a year. 

viduals 





N A f 2 N N Y 

What are 1 », > | seem all 

you saying? | | 4 that 

Everythin appealing 

is very hi dh out in the 

i / ореп, Аа! УГ ° А524 y, Puro 
| жы 

Ay What 
Rocks Sma "I are you But just 

| found оп | J AY x putting because 
the river Ё „ү up for everyone 

| trade, 

OF EQUAL 
VALUE 
CAN BE 

FOUND ON 
THE RIVER pers 

BANK... We anything of 
үү equal value 



Metallic 
sounds 
coming 
from 

Sister's 
booth... 

What? 
Something 
catch your 
interest? 

Not really, 
| just... 

( Oh, Nino! 
That rock 

N WHAT THE... 
ARE THEY ЛП take 
ACTUALLY | f| two 

Y BARTERING | cucum- 

SOME À bers 
REALLY 

VALUABLE 
THINGS 



assumed 
your stuff 
would be 
more 

dangerous 

Š 
IS 

ES 

< 

S 

live in a 
dangerous 
world... 

Ha ha ha, 
don't worry, 
| adhere to I'd 

RO Nu ea never enter 
tem a kitchen 

Principles! š 
she i without a 

Spetsnaz 

Keep Such whisk...! 

policies to 
the black 
market!! 

Ah, Rec, 
welcome~! 



We do 
fortune 
telling! 

es messed- totally 
1| up mag- out of 

nets. Shape 

, With these 
Since you ) ` masks 

taught us 1 suppressing 
so much, ` ° ` our powers 

we'll do your \ А | we can only 
reading for 2 ‘ predict one 

free! ; ' 

, 

You don't — 
mean \ 

my death, Y 
do you...2!/ | 



THE AGE 
WHEN 
YOUR 

HAIRLINE 
BEGINS TO 
RECEDE. / 

IN HIS MIND'S EYE, v 
REC SAW HIMSELF | "ок: 
DESPERATELY 

INSISTING THAT 
THINNER HAIR 

LOWERS THE RISK 
OF AIR-BORNE 
INFECTION. 

You have 
the power 
to change MINE SINCE 

; IT'S ALL 
STUFFED INTO 

THOSE 



Huh? 
EVEN N/no's 

IF NINO | ft ^er 

HAS A 

SHOP... 

IT'S HARD 
TO IMAGINE 

HER 
WANTING 

ANYTHING... 

Nino was 
looking 
intently 
at this 

Ah, 
this is your 

Oh, that? 
Got it from 
an old client 
of mine... 



It's а 
deed for 
land on 

Oh, right! 
They sell 

these deeds 
for Mars and 

e Moon, | 

That one's 
right next 

to the 
pretty property of 
rare some actor 
item. called Brad 

A 
22 

^ | NEVER 
I THINK F KNEW WHAT 

SHE'LL | NINO б 
ВЕ VERY | WOULD г 
НАРРҮ... | WANT 

BEFORE... 



Huuuh? ШЫ” umm | - ( Why the hell? 
The hell E oo. A... | would Stay out 

d 2 | din" ДО you of thie! 

C Сау АЙЫҢ М 7-7 even 
| need that NEA „М want 

\ this? | 

We're 
moving 

WoW y Hoshi, 
1 thanks! eve р 

We'll have 277 уо, 
circular, 

| Don't be 

| Right, Shiro? ridiculous, 

My computer lm 

ie way better N buying 

| than that \ А this land 

dumb hat... ққ ! searching 

for some 
land there 
to build a 
house for 
the two 
of us... 

р, 



a minute. heck 
| know... 
ІҢ! throw 
this in!! 

I'll even add 
in a BluRay 
recorder!! 



Heh... 
Rec, 

people 
value 

different 
things... 

varies 
from 
person 

to 
person 

neu 
What? | | 

\ "Wet ©, & Vs 

(А LA 

I'm sorry, 
guys... 
but... 

Ж 

All this 
stuff, 
and you 

won't take » > 
any of 
it...?! 

Y eor Enere 

| just 
sold it 



THE 
ONLY THING 

/ CAN 
TRUST //М 

THE WHOLE 
WORLD 

..... 

FM SURE 
HE 0NLY 
CHOSE the eyes 
THE HAT ofa 
BECAUSE Junki 
IT WAS = ж” 
WHITE. ⁄ 

= 



TO THINK 1, 
OF ALL 
PEOPLE, 
COULDN'T 

BUY 
SOMETHING 

| COULD BUY 
WHATEVER 

| CHOSE WITH 
THE SWIPE OF 

A CARD. 

Oh, 
right, 
Rec... 

“ll Chapter 169: I Want t 

| cannot 
reveal personal 

details 
about other 
customers. 

о See You Smile 

SAS | ITI 
WHO'D LONG AS 
you 
SELL 

IT TO?! 

THERE'S 
NEVER 
BEEN 

ANYTHING 
| DES- 

| PERATELY 
WANTED... 



| wanted 

But 
| don't 

| remember 
Brad Pet 

living 
nearby... 

take any- 
thing you 
like from 

No, | just 
thought this 
address was 

close to 
my home... 

Venusian 
deed... 

WHAT 
No, 2! 

Nino, you 
seemed 
like you 



was to 
see you 
happy... 

Oh, 
you 

smiled. 

Rec... oun | We were 
the с thinking 

evening Ç 



| wonder 
if the skies 
are clear 
over your 

lot 
there. 

would be 
nice. 

= 
in 
29 
m 
— 

29 
> 
= 
= 
Q 
o 
= 
> 

mu 
m 
m 

= 
= 
S 
RS 
= 
— 

= 
© 
> 
m 

> 
= 
S 
— 

= 
m 

A 

Oh, Shivo. Іт 

ТЕ Surprised 
| didn't. you had 

ə—q a 2%. lime to 
_ | № ~a à trade. 

| took 

EACH YARD'S А pn 
1 WORTH OF the bird 

THAT DUST and picture 
COST ABOUT ground on it... 

3 MILLION YEN; 
FORAMOST |, 
EXTRAVAGANT | 

PATH. 



LOVES 
DRAWING 
BORDER 
LINES. 

be able to 
return ‘til 

q 
That ball 

was one of 
a kind! It 
was auto- 

case, 
В the coach 

himself 
should go 
look for 

Blinded by 
victory, 

your coach 
went a bit 

crazy... 

IN THIS 
WORLD, 
MANKIND 



'63NI1 330308 ASOHL GNOAAP SLIVM JINLNAAGV 



Then I'll s 4. stupid 
throw the Hoshi... 

ball right at | w/// Find 
his stupid 

but 2. 
— | УІ \ well, 

there's no | | ñ they talked 
way | can me into 

find some- | \\ "NU coming 

thing that J pred ie) 

small in \ И k: а /т4 / 

all this Л АТ PE he ee 

The 
landscape 
looks so 
different 
this far 

upstream 

Even Sister 
couldn't 

have hit it 
this far... 

intruder 





what?! 
They're 

You, man 
who has 
wandered 

The dudes this is 

i ж clearly 

NAS es ph Saitama... 
And the 

all guys! Amazoness 
| tribe? 

presume 

you will 
leave 
alive. 



But 
they are 
all Female 
tengu and 
Amazo- 

THAT'S 
CONVO- ¢ 

Or, 

"Why don't >. 
They ever 

Зи 

" М2... 
/s the whole 
river bank 

across every 
‚ prefecture 
> full of cra- 

you go 
yelling, 
"Trans- 
gender!” 



ОҺ...? 
What A ball...? | ̀ I've still 
you’re 
ooking 
For... 

р жақ | Ж 

| \ — Z 
š A 

A legendary \ e W 
Treasure the-to 3 
with which treasure Й 
one can 

the obtain 
power 
of the 
gods. 

This is 
the god 
of The 
Amazon/ 

What?! 
Does this hav 
some actual 
out-of-place 
artifact in 
R Pr TN 

| > | 

exception 
and let you 

see it... 



the good you for 
. . / 

insist on (5 1 Ë NR se tes 
i 2 3 27 » long... calling f { ШІ ÀN we must keep 9 

this the Ñ вр the treasure 

Amazon... GUY) v Gae М ( box closed/ 

EVERYONE'S 
BELOVED 
GARI-GARI 
POPSICLES THAT'S SO 

ARE SPECIFIC 
ORIGINALLY TO 

FROM У | | SAITAMA 
SAITAMA. | | Eu N 

А 

<< <= 



“Chapter 172: Arakawa, Where Mystery Begets Mystery 

eesmes C CNW И 

and have 
been sent We. 
this way | | river bank 
in search | (Д down- 

of a stream 

baseball! 



DO YOU 
HAVE A 
DRIVER'S 

LICENSE OR 
SOME OTHER 
FORM OF 

IDENTIFICA- 
7/ON...? 

Something 
with a 

photograph 
is prefer- 

but if we 
meet 
again, 



Ш и 

WAIT, " Cn A Л Т ТНАТ 
YOU'RE ( |, (e WIE» WAS 
LEAVING? 1 O 

does that П Sov 
average tell you пане ot Yeah, you're 

video rental about fine... 
cooperation: 

shop does те?! Sorry to 
amore < Y- V E have held 
serious $ eu. 

background ў 
check than (^ 

All those 

Бег false ac- my duty 
to trick 
him into 

Fault For 
showing 
him the 
secret 
Amazon 

g treasure 



I AM 
FRIENDS Mam 
WITH AND 

ALMOST — RAISED 
EVERY- (К | IN SAI- 
ONE А ТАМА. 

INTHE © 
PREFEC- | | 
TURE. 

ГАМ 
NORMAL HIGH 
SCHOOL GIRL 

WHO LOVES HER 
CELL PHONE 
MORE THAN 

HER BOW AND 

Then why 
did you 
surround 
те as 

вооп as 
| arrived 

7! 

Listen, 
his here 

you ARE 

box of VERY 
ee MISTAKEN IF 

YOU THINK (“| 
MA TALKING LIKE \\ 

THAT MAKES 
A < YOU SEEM ` ! 

LIKE A TEEN- 
m AGER!! 



This isn’t 2 

а blow gonna die іп $25 
dart... Amazon City, 

Saitama 
Unnh...! 



Why were you 
dreaming about 

best-selling 
snack products 

made in 
Saitama? 

But, well, 
at least 
you found 
the ball! 



| like Ama- 
zonesses, 

too... 

have sent 
you off 

to search 
alone... 

TT эе 
| [Please V/ 

pardon // | reflected on 
| IN ue. ХА our actions 

1 and realized 
A we put way 

too much 
N blame on 



a winning 
Gari-Gari 

treasure 
fora 
while! 

SAITAMA'S | aut vight! 
SECRET 

TREASURE 16 
PROTECTED 
BY TENGU 
AND THE 

AMAZONESS. 

Resume 



FOR THE 
LAST FEW 
DAY Siva 

NINO HAS 
SECRETLY 
AND YET 
QUITE 

OBVIOUSLY 
BEEN 

WORKING ON 
SOMETHING... 

Put 
that all 
together 

—\ 

= 
e 
сс 

= 
= 
гп 
79 
x 
m 
> 
D 



i 

ing 
she 

Inv! 
е 

what 

m
 

IT WAS A SIGHT THAT MADE ONE DOUBT THEIR OWN EYES... 



Soa 173: What Рау Is nee 

all the Heer ІІ lé she 
totally || making 

unrelated ИИ something 
stuff | ad. with dried 

| fieh...? 

ШЕЛ 



sci ai aah lh 
ie \\ | 

ШШ! | 
ЭТК. 

ТНЕ 
FILLETED 
MACKEREL 
SMELLED 
GOOD. 



invitation 
to Rec... 

CHRIST- 

No matter 
what a girl | 

invites 

_ Did you 
why lony | ` =| base it 

invited ы | off the 
4 / magazines 

l lent 
you? 

should 
never 

turn her 
down. 



2 
Fi 
ТТТ 
5 anth (LAS 

You should 
read this a Е 

in ргерага- aP 
tion too 4 

THE COUPLE}; | |) | | DRESSED arer 
ENJOYS AN | UP IN ined part 
EXCELLENT — P | SLIGHTLY 
DINNER AT a | MORE 
A HIGH- К | FORMAL 
CLASS =| ATTIRE 
RESTAU- | == | | THAN 
RANT. Е 

Couple's 
Christmas ~ 
Boyfriend 
as Santa 
Claus ~. 



Why, .. YOU 

what a PARED 
lovely ALL 
plan... THIS, 

But NINO?! 

Nino... 

Christmas 
plan would be 
10,000 times 
better with ей iP ALLY Ss с А (ee oss E ( ‚Жу me instead С” ү | / | of this 

~ burdock... 

Nobody inter- 
feres with 
a girl’s plan 

on my 
watch! ! D 

ү; 

@ 
= 

) 
You've 

А » Such a i 
eji Em pU. 

QE УГУ 
№ WI 

| 

BETWEEN 
SISTER'S POWER 

MOVES AND 
MARIA'S CUNNING 
THEY'RE RAISING 
A THOROUGH- 



Good, 
let's 

start off 
with the NI 
"high-end 
dinner” 

! 

As long as 
the cake is Ж À tuna 

Mijin if | 6 covered ©" 
it’s inedible, A ; io те, 
apparently. 

WEN) wait... 

\ can swell! Doesn't 
Fish bes | that refer 

f Е toa 

wedding 
cake... 

Nino went 
i 

к 
cach bite portions 

а luxurious ме ith small, 
savoriness, 

Met mara, 
Ine...?!! ol luxurious > 

meal.” 



ARE FISH 
THE ONLY 
KIND OF 
FOOD you 
EVER THINK 
TO PRE- 
PARE?!! 

nou ni 7 

ABSOLUTELY ` d И, %, | 
DOESN'T | 
GET WHAT 3 
A KEY TO A 
HOTEL SUITE 

MEANS 

SHE 

Jui i 

misunder- 
stood all 
sorts of 

present things... F 

holy night, 
so a miracle 

might 
happen... Vlgurad 

as much. 
So the suite- 
room key 
/5 2/60... 

krill...! 



M 
E 
г 
R 
Y 
c 
H 
R 
I 
= 
т 
M 
A 
5 
7 

да ead 
the higher 

бо up it is, 
we're the 
gonna better. 

MY EARS 5 “A! Wh climb the 
WERE FILLED p» IN. telephone 
WITH THE Merr J s н ole! 

SORROWFUL | Christ- ú 
SINGING 
OF THE |Maaaaas 

CICADAS. III 
... 



“ Chapter 175: The Arakawa Suite 

"The Seasick 
Pub”, 
"Sato 

Liquors", 
“АТМ”... 

N-N-N-Nino, 
Im trul 

grateful m 
this gesture, 
І qm, but... 

for us, 
but... 

Let's 
qoa _ 
little Ooh... 

| it's a White 
Christmas 
all around 

Those are 

moths 
flocking 
to the 

fluorescent 
light" 



/|just can't % 
take any 
more... 

| This is 
extremely is 

happen supposed hard to 
ез ул to say, 

specific but... 
day... 

December 
25th, 
right? 

Well, 
of course! 
It happens 

every 
year... 

On the day 
they say 
Jesus was 

born. 



WE 
WON'T 
BE ON 

\ EARTH... 

чы „© 

At P-ko's, 
| learned 

there was 
Iw a special 
Son eg Christmas 

that while just for 
couples. 

Then the 
reason it 

didn’t turn 
out right 
wasn't the 

season... 

| you weren't 
confident in 

A this Christ- 
A mas plan, 



You It's 
didn't 
ask me 

for 
advice 

couple's 
Christ- 
mas, 

í zd | don't do 
Prepara- N Ñ every- 
tion can Wh 
be the 

most fun you don't | 

feel sure 
then about 

some- 

дақ ma na 
to get 
involved 

during the 
prep phase. 



| especially 
| № we do it 

— together. 

Or, heck, 
even on 
Vents...’ 

We're 
throwing | 

a Christmas ||)! 
party on the| 
river bank, Ñ 

too! 



CELE- 
ERATE 
CHRIST- 
MAS 

// 
eee. 

All we've got 
is hot cocoa, | 

since it's А 
Christmas. 

THE SIGHT OF 
THEM MADE ІТ 5 
ME WISH AN 

IT WAS ALL ENDUR- 
JUST A ANCE 

MIDSUMMER CONTEST 

NIGHT'S = | 
DREAM. x = 

< << == 



Ah, well... 
| do try to 

take care of 

Now, 
| do ІЗ! 

Legend has are Korei 
it if you eat than a 
the flesh Of human 

8 kappa 22 
you're 
granted 

That's 
not true. 

I'm a yokar, 
after all. 

There's 

Well, 
I'm not 
sure 

no telling that's 
what 
the 

future 
holds... 

strict 

really 
accurate 

Well... 
that only 
applies 

to those 
who've 

discipline eaten it. 
makes 

me that 
much 

healthier. 

WHEN 
PEOPLE OF 
A CER- 

TAIN AGE 
THE GATHER, 

CONVERSA- 
TION SOON 
TURNS Т0 

DISCUSSIONS 
ABOUT 
HEALTH. 

When | was 
still working 
in an office, 

In fact, | never once 
they 

told me 
I'd live to 
be over 
100! 

a physical. 

But, 
well, I’ve 
already 

lived 
several 
hundred 

years, 

mean I'm 
several 
times 

healthier 
than you, 

Shiro! 



What are 
those two 
middle-aged 

dudes 
arguing 
about... 

43 YEARS OLD 

z" 
© 
e 
m 

o 
mu 

> 
m 
x 
Т” 

> 
A 

> 
Q 
m 

EN 
> 
m 
—\ 

= 
= 
Q 
e 
= 
m 
A 
-< 

Фф 
m 

29 
© 
e 
б 
Tp 

< 



“© Chapter 176: Check-Up Under the Bridge 

decided to 
conduct 
medical 

examinations 

Whaaat?! 
This is 

depress- 
ing 

enough 
without 
guys 

around!! 

Shimazaki, 
Oh, no... don't say 

) This is the 
the worst results 
possible out loud! | 

clothes 
seemed 

Фе sure to 

ылау him. 

To simplify 
taking 

everyone's 
weight... / 

But it's 
mostly just 
to express 
the Mayor's 
enthusiasm... 

company 
kindly 

loaned us 



| went on 
a bender 
and ate 

enough 
for Теп... 

QE YOU LOOK 
don't be silly, ә < YEE youve 

geez x EN C NOTHING r BUT I so fat Ñ WATER FOR right Now... } IN ^) д WHOLE 

V Ж 
Quang wernt 22 
` MEASUREMENT 2 2 
= AS АМ EXCUSE 

FOR EXTREME 
DIETING... 

= /Z¿ NEVER 
— Z UNDERSTAND 
3 WHY WOMEN 

; DO SUCH 
THINGS!! 

pm (| 
\\ 

7 ШТ 



| [Especially you're 
ea d already 
smile! ridicu- 

lously 

Your 
height. 

worry about 
what won't 
change. 

| just gotta 
remember to 
keep a radiant 
smile on , 



WOMEN 
ARE BLIND 

IN THE 
FACE OF 
DIETS. 

OBESE: > 26.4 

| OVERWEIGHT: 26.4~ 2 

| NORMAL: 24.2~ | 

UNDERWEIGHT: 14.8 

divided 

by 
height 
squared 



Next, 
X-Rays. 

Please 
line up in 
order over 

All right! ( 
Let's j 

Illusion ' 
making it 
look like 

I'm taking 
ff 0 

my shell! 

| N are those 
two huge 
shadows 

"2 



TUMORS 
THAT 

BIG...!! 

.-1 always 
wondered 
how you 

stayed cool 
in summer 
dressed 

like that. 

Heh heh 
heh, | 

| nice one, 
Mayor 

those are 
| bones 

PL []| that are 
\ unique 

| to 
kappas. 

But that || you pn 
axe tel | COTA m MAU. y ie PROBLEM ls walking inetalled 
closer to WITH MY | desktop in your 
plastic... E \computer suit / 

TON? 

Suit? 

install? 
what are 

you talking 

about? 

3 
| 

// N 

P d 

IMMORTAL 



Oh, 
Shimazaki, 
thanks 

for this! 

Ah, 
but maybe 

ae /(//с/с2 
ЖЕ chance... 
ЖЕ Cotta try 

, talking to 



| hate 
to say 
this in 

front of 
everyone 

ооо 

IN DIRECT | < WA h. ̀  ДШ 

CONTRAST TO | “| и И | ЧА) cs 
SHIMAZAKI'S |! | | М” | 2) 

WILD ae Wei Д7, MIGHT ВЕ... 
IMAGINATION, ММ” | LOVESICK- 

THE HEAVIEST 
SILENCE EVER |755 
SETTLED ОМ (y PCT 

THE АКАКАМА. |Y TŠ 
S 
| 



You laid 
off the 

cigarettes || 
yesterday, 

\ measure 
your blood 

I-I'm fine... 
It's just 

a respira- 
tory hyper- 
reactivity 

Asthma 
testing 
always 
triggers 
an at- 
tack... 

HIM...? 



It с 
doesn't trig- 
happen gered. 

But asthma 

tests trigger 

+... 

Whew, 
/ feel 
better 

t 7 ух 
ALL | АМА o 



They're 
‚тау 
better 
than 

usual... 

WITH ALL THE 
CIGARETTES 

HE SMOKES, 

HAVE LUNG 
PROBLEMS... 

These 
results... 

Come to 
think of ít, 
a small debt 
to someone 
hasn't set 

off an 
attack 



you've | Like 
Elvis 

Presley... 

such is 
the fate 

of us born Y 
as Stars. 

4 v. г 

SM, ce 

What's all 
this around 

your mouth...? 
A eymptom 
of an illness 

= ic 



WHILE 
DRENCHED 

|. IN SWEAT 
n 

Cough, 
cough... 
Oh dear, 

my 
aethma's 
acting up 
again... 

Larena dumbass! ( 
Е You just 

a rubbed it \ 

this 
|} unhealthy 



SISTER 
SAT IN THE 

poem FRIDGE ALL 
ТО CATCH Em 
A COLD. 



THE RESULTS 
OF THE 

PHYSICAL 
EXAMS FOR 
REC AND 

THE OTHERS 

q ү y < th 

right... УРЕН, FAIL IN 
Life on РА FAIL ONE Ñ 

а rocket || W)\IN o.o^| SEC- 
absolutely Еа ONE: 
requires T 

EVEN THOUGH 
LEAVING THE 
ATMOSPHERE 
REQUIRES YOU 
TO NOT EVEN 

HAVE $0 MUCH 
AS A SINCLE 

CAVITY, 

( This is 
good-bye... 
This really 

is the 

weren't 
there 
Other 
traits 

required 
beyond 

There 
muet be 
tests to 
measure 
such 

things. 



OUT 
ability to 

аа = t" 
QUES- 

others, 
| believe 

AN =, д 



"СІ Chapter 179: Astronaut Qua 

SUCH CONDITIONS ci c 2. 
MUST NOT CAUSE | | 72.1 | THIS TEST 

CANDIDATES Ио | INVOLVES 
TO BECOMES |. | (GD | SEVERAL 
STRESSED | ы Y _ у PEOPLE 
BECAUSE, SW | CONFINED 

lification Test Under the Bridge 

IN SPACE, | E кк d ec ТО A SMALL 
A TINY MISTAKE Í — ROOM FOR 
CAN BECOME | . $ | ONE WEEK. 

LIFE-THREATENING. | ii 

We'll split 
into male 
and female 

groups, 
and spend a 
week down 

there. 



mind 

month! 

haven't 
slacked off 
on weight 
training 

even durin 
this test 

I wouldn't 3 

doing this 
test every 

impressed, | | 
Stella. 

looks like 
the girls 
got this 
in the 

let's put 
that behind 

| can still 
hear 
them 

laughing 
down 

о <>О 



е 
extreme 

| might condi- 
be able tions 
to think like 
up killer this, 
moves 

| normally 
wouldn't 

It's 
just one 
more day! 

And then 

For 
these 
past 

six days 



YOU QN 
ROITENE Fx" › been able 

FLOWER MN B anyone! 
BULB!" 

A BULB LIKE 
you MUST 

т PREFER TO 
Hope BE BURIED 
Bor IN THE 
AWAY GROUND 

J AND GET . " 
og | EATEN X 

| m 50000 
sorry! 

| made it 

HM! I A 
I GOT IT! 55 
МУ NEW СА 
TECH- 
NIQUE!! 



I'm rippin’ 
out their 
shoulder 

this on 
someone 
"оге | 

forget...! 

I've been 
wondering 

about it since 
last night... 

ls that... 



М... No, it’s... 
IF | don't cut 
my hair every 
five days this 
bit right here 
grows extra 



“€ Chapter 180: The Ultimate Endurance Contest 
ай 

loss 

| don't 
know 

how we'll 
pass...! 

/ really 
can't 
stand 

working 
in 

groups, 
ether... 

the bridge /в 
а lone wolf! 

None of us are 
very good at 
cooperating 

with others.../ 



talkin’ 

‘bout, 

Oh, \ / oh, 
; it’s Mayor? | occu- 

panet IF 1go fine. || what | avr 
; underqround about 

| go into x Eos 
hibernation : i 
out of a _ 

conditioned vem 
дее reflex. Pon тасаға 

ski o8 Wine 

She went Te 

instead. LS A 

== ү Г 

You won't dim i 
y ís he w 

be able to the worst a 
when rt M 

comes to P: 
cooperating... EA 





BUT HOSHI 
AND | HAVE 
TO TALK OR 
WE'LL GO 
INSANE!! 

P-ko 
suggested 

these topics! 

She does 

/F THIS 
WORKED 
7O LIVEN 
аР THEIR = 
CONVER- ` 

m 

Z 
| DOING MAINTENANCE oN 

MENTAL | MIS BELOVED CORNISH | | WISH 
TRAINING 4 

«алкана | „ш TT COULD 
DEFENSIVE | Screw,» | | TU RN MY 

ЕРТ FOCUS 
INWARDS 

LIKE THOSE 
GUYS... 

BUT WHAT 

iter CAN WE TALK 

what they ABOUT 
\\ chatted WITHOUT 

about... ARGUING...? 

Ah, 
isn’t this Y 
one of 

the girls’ 
diaries? |! 



/ FELT 
LIKE THE 
MAYOR 
WAS 

LOOKING 
AT ME... 

6-боггү, 
man... You're 

right. We 
gotta try to 
cooperate 

JN this time... 

AT 7943 
RANDOM SZ / /; 
HERE!! f 2274 
>, Z WRR L3 ^ $ 

(> — 



REC WAS 
SLIGHTLY 
MOVED, 

THINKING 
BRIEFLY THAT 
THESE GUYS 
MIGHT IN FACT 

BE REALLY 
NICE. 

was he 

wearing 

That's 
super rare 



laughing 
merrily... / 

even though ` 
ours Ve ауа 

ended! , 

Heh 
heh, 

| wonder 
Hoshi and 

А Rec fight 
во much, 
so | was 
worried, SS AN 

1 You don't 
have 

to keep 
> talking 



( 

H TMA 

НЫ 
Í 

Then | took 

=
 

the 
brea

d 
/ 

TEL
L 

ME 

m 

- La
 

МЕН
ОЛЕ

КЕ pie du
. 

wA
 

Hey
, 

tel
l 

iis 
mor

a 

abo
ut 

SIS
TER

 

leg |
 AND SHI

RO 
=|
 MAINT

AINED
 SINCE

 THE
Y 

DEMONS
TRATED

 

EXACTLY ZERO БЕ f THEIR 
COOPERATION, | 
THEY DID NOT d v 
PASS THE TEST Е ИЕР OF BITTER END 



ALL ARAKAWA 

THREE OF | x P. p s 
THEM ЮМ: | VE l WEEK-LONG ENDED UP 2, "Ne //] ENDURANCE DISPLAYING М 721% n^ A AND ESPECIALLY eme] ет Y COOPERATION SEVERE Wf I TEST 

SYMPTOMS. RO AS PART OF 
5 

SPACE 
TRAINING. 

Kameari's 
pastries 

all be able 
to go to 
Venus 

together 

showing no Y 
signs of 
recovery 

from their 
mental AN 

disorder... MNA 
MAS „2 





"€ Chapter 182: The Arakawa Space Station Plan 

Please, 
don't mention 
that name 

yet! It 
dives me 

flashbacks 

quietly 
in bed 

What's 
all this 
stuff 

..? 
Are you 
gonna 
build a 
house? 

a 

THE 7 OF 
THE,OGEAN, | 
r WATER 



and 
These 

в. pressure 

be "ate are the 
8 same 

tion plans e= 

based on NAOA 

Arakawa's Нав. 

topo- f 

graphy! : f 

my feet by [š 
proposing /` 
this plan. Z 

š Z 

you already 
did this much. 
Now it's our 
turn to carry 

push 
N yourself, 
Қ you're still 

-| | recovering. 



/ that \ Ah, we 
| can't | | can't qo, 

be i helped. | | our wings 
gotta on, you g 

jerks! g 
would get | 

about 
here 

should 
Every- do it! 
one, £ 

We all come SS, guess 
when push 
comes to 
shove, 

the Mayor 
really 
comes 

are you 
=| ready to 

dive?! 

. - ` С — 72 

EC : 

OF l = IN THE 
SPACE.! |. ' SILENT, 

$ ` LIFELESS 
I VOID... THE LAST 

0 TEST SHOULD 
HAVE MADE 

US STRONGER 
WHEN IT 
COMES TO 

SUCH MENTAL 
CHALLENGES! 

THE POINT 
OF THIS 

TRAINING 15 
TO REMAIN 
CALM IN THE 
SILENCE OF 



Aieeee! 
| A huge 

Se school of 
- | legendary 

giant 
black 
carp!! 

itHoucHt | THIS 
THIS MIGHT 

BE FAR 
MORE 

MERCILESS 

a guis 

Everyone, 
calm down! 
Just think E 
of them 

as 
meteors! 



Y Chapter 183: Deep Blue 
< 

Nkh... 4 Beek! 

— | Everyone, 

` situation is? 
so intense 

reason, 
l'm seized 
with a 
strange 
sense of 

DON'T 80" 
SHOOTING 
TRANQUIL- 
(2ЕК5 AT 
SISTER 



I'm 
| | сотіта 

| to 

Hmm... | 
It's hard : 
to move | 
in this Е 

outfit... X 



on can't 
even get in 
the water 
without 
those 

ridiculous 

| (I 

But, like, don't 
you think it'd 
be even cuter 
if you put a 

cherry on top?! 



\ сле“ | 
Ж т) 

You're 
N| like Sister, 
s this current 

J| shouldn't 
(«| be a prob- 

OXYGEN... 





earn үсүн == аа! 5 all ТИТ 

"Bip ж СС пп 
PEET. БЕ) ХА wa E i ! ОН... 

тоџенер С5427 T | 
THE — s > — 

BOTTOM. EET hus i аг 

A 
Awright! 

| set 
a new 

Extreme personal / 
conditions "n E 

let ya best!! E 

exceed 
your limits, 

eh?! 

GIANT." 

THAT DAY 

GENESIS OF ү, 'т опе 
AN URBAN CH step 

E d closer t' ABOUT | | t 
"ASSHY, THE | marryin 
ARAKAWA 



You guys | 
finally | 

Stella, 
\ sorry | 
| but please| blocking 
\ | the 

current 
а bit... 

FINALLY 2S 
START 2 
WORK- =A 
ING FOR ~ 
REALL! x 



Everyone, 
let's work | 
together 

and 
get this 
done! 

We all live 
along 

the same 
river... 





7 < 
Not at all...) 
It was the 
least we 

: repay your 
Then, kindness 

GIVEN THE 
DEEP-SEATED 
CORRUPTION AT 
THE TOP OF THE 
ORGANIZATION, 

PREPARATIONS FOR 

VENUS REMAIN A 
LONG WAY OFF. 

could do to | = 

AN EXPEDITION TO | 

come in | 

soba | 
noodles | 

? | 



ARAKAWA 
UNDER 
THE BRIDGE 





| REC'S 
OPEN- 
AIR 

CLASSROOM 
HAS BECOME 

A DAILY 
FIXTURE ON 
THE RIVER 

BANK. 

You boys 
should im- 
mediately 

@ 



Q + М > = 

m 

c 

mega 
serious 

SD 
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
8
 

44072 

Шет 
v v 



A Chapter 185: The New Student is an Amazoness 



per totally Ҹо
х 

| please 90 out with me 

STEEL-WILLED 3 ILLED 3 
ENOUGH Е 

) ТОР FROM ІШ = 

А 



Maybe she’s 
way more of 
а girly-girl 
than she 
/00kS...? 

% 
Ay mn 

continue 
to come 
to class 

ower 

Despite 
her tough 

appearance 
/ should 
have let 
her down SE 
gently.. 



you, IIl 
devour 

you To 

= the 

^A bone... 

HE ` 



“I Chapter 186: Love in а Song 
Fr WE 

Ooh la la, 
Monsieur 

Rec! 
Why You sure 

not just are 
go out popular 

with =? 
her 
7? 

deal with 
а woman 

that tall... 

singing 
that weird | 

song! 



HYPNOS/S 
COMPLETE 

make sure 

to hide 
behind my 
shield For 
everyone 
but you, 
Teacher/ | 



T». 
CHATTER 

You were 
too weak 
to go to 
school 
before? 

looking at 
\ that delicate 

frame... Z 

V 
| ANA YY o МММ lou must 

But its all NAP 1 пое 
right now. Ж Z] “ы suffered 
Im on your % 

“Delicate” 
? 

dir ы Em 

pretending || The hell 
to be frail 
to get his 
attention 

тат, She's like 

if you're Я а wisp of 
really that cotton! 
frail, wear What if the 
warmer wind blew 
clothes! 



| Anything 
heavier 

than this... 
N (2 ы | : CONI 7 Ww 



something 
weird 

happens 
to his 

E. 

D 4 

Or even @ 18“ 
this? M NN 

h 

he look at 
Amazoness 
the way he 
looks at 
Nino...?! 



Oh 
woops, Mega 

I'm hilarious, 

We were just 
laughing about 
how it's all 

Saitama local 
specialties! 

Teacher! 
Eat up 
quickly 
or it'll 

back into 
the river 



I'll come 
with Nino... get you 
Better not 
be late! around 

1 o'clock 
1 



А \ 

Shoplifted 
because 
she was 
lonely...! 





some- 
thing 
impor- 
tant 
to tell 

Amazon 
city 
hall... 

LOVE'S 
TWISTS AND AND 
TURNS GO I ADDED 

WAY BEYOND HER TO 
THOSE OF MY FAMILY 

ROLLER COAST- REGISTER 
ERS. . 



NINO AND 
AMAZONESS 
WERE ON 

THE VERGE OF 
A FIERCE 
BATTLE 

FOR REC'S 
HEART... 

1 

Yes... 
This poor 
girl is all 
alone in / 

the | 
world. 

Ho 

dele AMAZONESS. 

| 
| 

Oh, THE TENGU 
sa HAVE 

you're | HYPNOTIZED 
late REC TO 

FALL IN 
LOVE WITH 

| 



| тт 



“Chapter 188: 

Near 

дісі 
ША S 

/ \ [HE my Fist 
to punch | | Boule 
you in - AN express 

the gut | N \ all of my 

a hundred ; ТТЫ 

believe 
you'd 

IF violence 
was the only 

way to precious express my 
Feelings... 52. 

2 ruckus 

check... 
myself \ 
First! 



: DE M І 
2 Registration D | 

ki = Milk + Seat | 
inking milk while sitting \ А\ 

And 
didn’t 

We’ve YOU 
register- hear 
ed our ? 
marriage. 



The
 

ap
 

| 

Lor
d 

т 

the
 

giant
 

Fi
sh
..
. 

Sv 

\S
SH
E CA

N'T
 

wll
 | 

3

 Е 
> 

Ñ 
| 

y 2” 
S С
 

ИТ
 _ р

 



WELL LEVE 
/ LOVE ТЕ Be 

HIM 
TAHWI = ІТ! с 
WIS 

VÀ res, catene t pen 

hen my love -— 
would take 4 Well then, 
me all the — a, | Then І... 

way into Же j love him all 
the river! PR AN 

THE GIRLS! 
FEARSOME 
BATTLE WAS 

60 INTENSE IT NINO 100 
THREATENED | 22 TIMES TOKYO : 

TO GIVE DOME! 
HOSHI A Yj у AUS 

RECURRENCE ANN NV 
OF KAMEARI- A (|. 

ITIS. pm 



Why would 
you ditch 
Nino for 
that 

giantess 
> 

Delicate, FF Сие, 
ale Sweet ? 

peores Amazoness 
I 

y 



THAT 
N/NO 

GIRL WILL\ 
LIKELY 

COME 70 | 
YOU. 

Aah, 
т sooo 

IF OUR 
AMAZON- 
ESS LOVE 
SUPPORT 
PLAN” 

SUCCEEDS, 

Even iF 
/'m gone, 
she won't 
be lonely. 



My love 
у ú M ien't just 
С қ | шысы 

е | l 

No Width...! 

protect 
me... 



| 
protect 

liec. 

- fo THE 

И west! 

wed [+ 
wag? ¿Z | AJ 00) 



саа 190: Echo! Song of Loye 

| don't use 
me as a 
practice 

You want 
Rec to 
hook up 
with the 
Amazon- 
ess, too, 

Hey, you... 
Why are 

you 
staring 
at the 
sky? 

Say... 
aren't 
you 

a pro 
singer? 



RICE С
АКЕ / 

THAT 

There'
s 

so m
uch 

livelin
ess 

aro
und

 

Nino... ha 
MEN 

L7 20 

N а litt
le 

lone
ly 

— S 

= Š 





Н-Нев | N 
broken out | 

7? 
) | feel 

like | just 
had a long, 

) terrible 
dream... 

S77) 

NESS 



ы MM 



СМОМ! 
I'VE 
GOT 

A SEAT 
ANO 
MILK 
RIGHT 

matter 
which way 
we face? | 

BOUGHT 
A COPY OF | Е 

BILLY'S Beer COULD 
CAMP 70 NOT GIVE INCREASE 

HER HER ae PHYSICAL a ee 
STRENGTH... 



ONE MONTH 
EARLIER, 

SHE HAD FOUND 
INFORMATION 
SUGGESTING 

THE KEY COULD |” 
BE FOUND TOR mo ai 
FURTHER UP а 
THE ARAKAWA 

RIVER. 

and that 
woman... 
They've all 
come down- 

REC'S 
i4 SECRETARY, 

j| SHIMAZAKI, 
WAS STILL 

=| INVESTIGAT- 
-| ING NINO'S 

SECRETS. 

BUT 
AS OF 
YET, 

SHE HAD NOT 
BEEN ABLE TO 
GET CLOSE TO 
THAT PLACE... 

AMAZONESS 
AND HER 
TENGU 

GUARD AN 
UPSTREAM AREA OF 
THE ARAKAWA 24 
HOURS A DAY. ARE 
THEY GUARDING 

TREASURE? 
MONEY? 

"ЭИУ? 32МҮН2 33H АТТУМІЗ 



ж 

I'VE NEVER 
SEEN 

MR. SHIRAI 
LOOK THAT 
FIERCE! 

2 IT'S SUPER 
ж RARE...!! 

“4Ү41 3401 6,08%1Нб 0341253 13А LON SVH DIVZVWIHS 



"eX Chapter 191: The Boundaries of Pride 
7 Shi НИИ MY. — 

э i Aa 

What on 2 2 
Earth 

could have 
made such | 

а тап 
so анат 

IT ALL 
BEGAN 

15 
MINUTES 
EARLIER 

Sh-Shut 
up! 

Why are 
you so 
excited 

52 

drew this. 
She says 
it shows 

the size of 
her love 
for Rec. 

Y 
Ah, Mr. 
Shirai! 

The 
wonderful 

222 man with 
Zz, the soft 



One 
even 
bigger 
than 

the one 

for me! 

I've been 
drawing 
lines for 
six years. 
Is that a | 
challenge / ` 

? >s 

you drew 

Rec. ||, "WON'T 
LOSE TO 
ANYONE" 

big circle 
for you, 
aea 

present 

| can 
draw Way to 

a circle the river 
mouth 



Even on the 
river bank, 

there's nobody 
insane enough 

to tag along 
on someone 
else's date... 4 

WHAT 
YOU'RE 
SAYING 

IS, 
`you 

AND 

PASS " 
?! 

THIS WHITE 
LINE STUFF 

IN YOU! 

_which 

No, 

not 

at all. 

| won't even 
be making 
a white 

line... 

All right! 

| accept 
your 

t challenge 

"White" 

r 
"Plain." 

Let's 

make this 

and give 
it our 



I'm 
pretty 

eure our 
meeting 

is 

SHIMAZAKI 
WAS 

AMAZED 
AT HER 
OWN 
POKER 
FACE. 

collecting 
data for 
tomor- 



СД Chapter 192: Love Signposts 

| saw a similarity 
between the 

Запе. beauty pi 
of Japanese AA photo- V г 

women and the | graphing Fees d 
this white/ Л | wor the 

shampoo 
commercial 
tomorrow. 

MY POKER 
FACE MAY 

= BE PERFECT, 
BUT WHAT 

Z ^ /'M SAYING 

4. “NON Mr. Shirai 
god, r, SENSE! ; /ға/ 

the way í т 5 that / ended 

ч my up all the he’s 
looking way down 

at те... : Ш here... 

Wow, l'm 
overjoyed! 
So few 

people com- 



Letting 
а man ОЁ 

distract ZY wil 
me from = Ù 
my long- 

held 
ambition 

// 

THAT'S JUST | WALK 
А Жж THE «ALONG 

DATE TWO THE 
RIVER 

"Ñ 

Shimazaki, 
if you 

have the 
time, 

would you 
like to walk f 
with me to | 
the river 
mouth and 
discuss 

white lines? 



Tall I [ —— amne ЕТТЕ W-Well, | Hie 0, So, 

ЕТ Nee ied (ТТ &was| “J Shimazaki, 
572 ete Pe | | what sort 

| You "(highway г : of white 

mean p iie. | lines do 

оше ӨС U Who right? № 2 
Excellent > N 4 va 
choice i 

Ш LAN 3 
< iP rr 

No, zo FULL. Li өм 
they're = ІШ | #7 | Heck, A еу өтіп 

"т sure we'll ЕЕ | "о. like 
make more E ey һе 

progress this š | |опа date 
time than = thar 
we did last X~ we do. 

time! | 

/ can just take 
„her hand 

without getting 
[Zall awkward/ 

From the 
water... 



Wher. 
someone 

Win that 

do some- 
thing = 

about ít, i 7 
Š “Gy her boy- “yy, ен boy 

4 

case, 
for her to 
hide her 
hands so 
intently 
in front 
of me, 

7, Friend 

^ “ wi 

gel 

cally, — "The Dance of | ` 

a pretty U 

pockets 

It's 

the Pocket- 
Hating 
Magpie” 



/ Know... 
Like 

Ideally, 1'll be 
very casual 
about It... 

Why don’t I try 
to draw her 
attention to 

hands...? 

It's meant 
for kids... 

but 
/ think 

it might 
surprise 

/Ғ/ can 
Just 

\ establish 
а pattern 
yof holding 
hands on 
dates... 



| didnt 
know | 

Farthlings 
fingers ж. 7 м 
could «f 

AT THIS 
POINT, E 

THE ILLUSION P // 
FACTOR WAS | 
NINO ACTING 

50 
SURPRISED. 

mg | | 4 7240 
ve eat Ж. vows wo 



Ugh, what 
пои?! 

/ thought 
/ could get 
closer to 
Niro than 
/ got on 
the first 
date... 

is there 
parents something 
used to on the 
draw big ground...? 
circles Ah... Are you 

tired of 

On Venus, 
this is how 
you show 
your love. 

the line 
you're 

drawing. 



Are things f | way, how 
always ДМ N do you 
difficult [||] /// N express 
here? "n Га 

distance” 
thing was 

super 
complicated 
and hard. 



It’s very 
easy. 

""JIiHMNV3W 

AS REC AND 
«|. NINO MADE 

SOME SMALL 
PROGRESS IN 
THEIR RELA- 
TIONSHIP... 

= / Рае} ` Such 
/Же m. JOY t 

forgetting 
something 

that you 
painted. 

| / n “2 

Гг. LIT í 
NO, THERE 
САМТ ВЕ 
ANYTHING 
MORE 

IMPORTANT /N 
THIS WHOLE 
WORLD THAN 

LOVE! 

Garis... 
Boooo- 
SSSSSSS! 

TWO MADE 
EXPLOSIVE 



and 
there’s 
ho sign 
that 

anyone 
else has 
been 
here. f , 

that the 
secret 

\ treasure 
is 

secure, 

I'm 
trusting 
you to 

continue 

IT 15 
POINTLESS 
TO TELL THE 
LOVELORN |] 

TO THINK OF |/ 
ANYTHING |^ 
BESIDES 
LOVE. 

ee |, 
VM LIKE, 5 
TOTALLY 
HEART- 
BROKEN/ 
LISTEN// 

WELL, 

Ж WAY MORE s Da 5 



| 
| 

It’s 
wonderful, 

so comfort- 
able to live 

Like a In... 

modern 
Palace of 

the Dragon 
Kind.: 

You 
should 
come 
see 

I'm afraid 
| really 
don't 

want to. 

AS PART OF THEIR 
SPACE TRAINING FOR 
THE TRIP TO NINO'S 

HOME PLANET, 
THE MAYOR MADE 

REC AND THE OTHERS 
BUILD HIM A VILLA 

@ ON THE RIVER BED... 

Aw, с'топ, | 5 На! 
I'm serious You Glad 

here! é should to 

РАМ 

* Literally, “fi 

| had а yoka/ 
friend of mine, 
an akaname,* 
come over. ; 
Not а speck | allergic 

of dust to house 
anywhere. / = dust. 

Okay, 
well, | 

I'm allergic t 
ч 2. № Lo t о 

кн? costumes 





Welcome to the River Bed 

THE FIRST 
TIME 

I'VE EVER 
BELIEVED 
you WERE ° ! 

с come (рі ov UP: 

there're 
couches in 
the living 
room. 



wel, Way 
that | 60 AHEAD, 

would ot | ANYWHERE 
definitely VOU LIKE. 

aside 

f Ум thisisa from 
л AMA surprisingly the 
АЛ М austere Sumo 

«M y place, like "ing 
Š ’\ a typical 
LN х bachelor 
— \ Pad... š 

You наса = 
should How long конк, HHI 

upgrade | have you ==========; |! | gotta g 
gweady. | had this Lae { drinks for 

stuff? /NW Ў ; everyone... 
T E Feel free to 

Humana watch TV. | 

always 1 
waste 

resources, 

driving 
many 

species to 
the brink of 
extinction. 



in Japan 
there are 

species that 
have been 

nearly wiped 

а modest life 
like this 15 at 
the cutting 
edge of our 

era... 

/ Check this out, 
thie quy ie a This guy's 

acting like 
kappa are 

magnate of the 
kappa world... 

an actual 
living kappa 
is joining 
us in the 
studio. 

bg must 

company’s © SPECIAL pi 
been eco- The Earth, Now~ / 

minded things 

for many — we 
years! c <> have 

4 

Those ) | 
are simply vl 

basic : S| 
manners | | ТІ 

ав ! Eee. 
residents |ы 
of this 
planet. = 

And the 
creature 
facing the 
greatest 
threat 
at this 



ECIA 
nis сах 

He's a hero 
to all kappa Í ` 

of our that old 
generation! cose in" folk tale, 

MAANA N 
THE SHOW WAS = 

CLEARLY MORE a 

EXPENSIVE THAN 

THE TV ITSELF. = 



A Chapter 195: The Mayor’s Secret 
< 7 7 SS 

What are SS AQ Ñ UN, Z Ж Hang оп, 
you saying? Азы, SN Š 5 What? 
That's pure А How did You made 
coincidence N you just that TV 
that the д 4/À casually show 
show was ME. 4 drop that yourself 
broadcast a ) much cash ?! 
over public zi n Y< on some- 
airwaves. , YAT | Í thing like 

| "EI that?! 

don't tell 
me you're 
still saying 

I'm not 
жазадан _ . really a 

he called а 
‚ те here 

| enjoy the 
kappa 

Specialty: 
cucumber 
cuisin 

b ҮПҮ 

EDEN 5 5 ІШІ 
fue. gx "m 

: we 
d 

== 
== 



em _ JM E eur Here e = ar те A we go., [SAT | | А /!LL ALSO ` 
екы р (|9 —— MAKE YOUR 
а ches кщ =a YOU WEAK 

of ~~ | ESSERE A REGRET SPOT | 
drawers СОв а лис ГМ 

Z 1. м ІІ d ME | á 
= І | Тұ HERE 
ai | M / 

pe A р) ` 

Жей лей... 
/Ғ there are 
kappa suits 
or “nner” 
clothes ín 

here... 

| am both 
chagrined 
and kinda 
pleased. 



But as 73 CIE There's 

опа 22 WW г; When Je Рат 
he lives | р ; you've had "Tanam 

i enough ging 
‚ through 

Mineumo on 
the Play- 
station. 

Is 
Minsumo 
short 
for 

“Minna no 

HERE... 

Тао 
GLANCE 7 / 

REEEEALLY 
DON'T 
WANNA 
LOOK. 



О 

MOTHERLY 
С?) COM- 

MENTS ARE 
INFURIAT- 

ING! 

` 

NEVER ON) 

/7/ take 
anything, 

even 
some- 
thing 

subtle! 

"A ) š 

mr 
сы W = d 

c'mon, 
give it up 
already! 

We're play- 
ing Super 

Kappa 
Brothers 

! 

i ÚW searching, 

[| so there 5 м0 

veason to 

all co?! looking 
That's closely 
pretty 

excessively 

precious 
memories 
CG, dude... 



Why is 
this 

the only 
western- 

style 

DON'T POP 
YOUR HEAU 

ы! | 
And having kes 
the com- VA 

plete set of | 
"Records of Ç 
the Three 
Kingdoms” 
on your 

bookshelf is 
вооо middle- 



ee | .  ZXoSAso | 
r 

ТЕ MASAMUNE 

The one 
in the 
middle's 

Which 
one 

do you 
like best, 

Rec? 

| could 
THEY JUST add your 

LOOK LIKE GONNA shirikodama 
SUPER LOSE to my 

BALLS TO collection, 
МЕ. TO if you'd 

like... 
v wow t give и? 
m ghaviKkodawna! X 



the Mayor's 
more finicky 

than! 
thought 

This house ` 
just reeks 
of female 
kappa! TLL 

) 
СЛ. 

№ 



THAT YOLI фе рр N == in the тое 

NOTICED шуаш hy There eae 
ALL THAT bL hime LTE was a cule — into 
/5 WAY | keychain tupperware 
SCARIER | on the 
7O ME front door 

ANY 
YOKAI 

// 

Consider- | о 
Ing he hid 
na : where не (7 A Є 2 4 

апу, U arem (о v NS {AT i 
/ almost is?! ANS 
don't ІШІ 4” 



Yeah \ 

| | won't 
give him 
to just n : of 
any | : / е Als times... 
nm | | : Fault For ulli 

yo T " spurring 
girl! me on! 

or even a of the 
white fox ques- 
wouldn't tion... 
be right 
for the 
Mayor. 

Maybe we 
shouldn’t...! 
You shouldn't 

pry into 
people's 

secrete... 

2 > 

matter 
what | do, he 

never notices... 
| have to know 
what kind of 
woman he /t fee/s 

fell for! like we're 
about to 

P | see some- 
Є; thing way 

worse.../ Oo IÀ 



You found 
My life- my 
size Wax treasure 
dummies trove Г 

of 
Oh, Yokozuna 

P-ko, Sumo 
too champs! 

2477] 

/ HE SHOULD 
JUST CHARGE 
AN ENTRANCE 
FEE AND GIVE 
TOURS TO 

THE PUBLIC. 



Thank you for reading this volume 1 

of Arakawa! | had nine extra pages 

(a lot) this time, so | figured Га belatedly do some 

‘character profiles. Check their blood types and 

|; Smile to yourself thinking, “Wow, if she doesn't 

‘add more type A residents Rec will die! (if he needs 

ға transfusion). See you next volume! 

2/27/2008 Hikaru Nakamura 

ТА ву the way, | 

жы tos fe PESTELLAW HEIGHT: $ n : ve ; 
Tetsuo WEIGHT: 463 Ib, -- DT _, 

(in “Fist of the 
N¥vth Star” form) Tetsuro 

BOTH о, 

GEMINI 

HEIGHT: 2711” 
WEIGHT: 88 LB. 

(including ( 

masks) 

+ 
hey! аа шен di i Ж Got way bigger than when She fivst appeared ^ 



«1-3 * ж cHINOMIVA С (2-2) 
Nino 

Pes 

HEIGHT: 52" WEIGHT: 45 LB. HEIGHT: 52" WEIGHT: 123 LB. 

ALL OTHER DETAILS: UNKNOWN 

| like one-length ~y 

haivstyles as Z 

улисһ as Hoshi 

does, | dvew hev 

while looking at 

young Avril. 

и Ww the Planning 

/ фһае, when һе 
owed Someone 

his necktie 

у would strangle 

€ W^ junior high, | 

was envious of 

another school’s 

blue track suits, 

so | made hers 

blue. Ours weve 

emerald green, 

when the series 

Started, his hair 

was this Short, 

but it grew 

longer without 
me noticing, 

The change in 

her fivst-person 

Pronoun was 

because she’s 

Studying Sov Rec, 

trying to change 

her job to his 

girlfriend, | didn’t 

actually manage 

to write that 

chapter, though, 

and | don’t know 
ІЛ be able to 
now. 



Жолуо? с (Apparently he's lived фс ноѕн $e (24) 

b аи HEIGHT: 5710” WEIGHT: Db LB. 
HEIGHT: 579” WEIGHT: (87 LB.(including shell) 

TAURUS 
TYPE B 

< Born under a р - 
cursed star with peN E adim | - F the blood o$ = (7 urethane 

Ж. dangerous yokai => that slowly акти M / running through vegains shape atau EM his veins (ov so 

he Says). 
Қам being 

Pressed 

A 

charm Point. 

I+ does vot 

wag when 

he’s happy. < 
147$ 50 

Inside is reddish much fun 

brown har to think 

up his 

outfits. 



LAST SAMURAI (Witnessed Ryoma in veal time.) 

HEIGHT: 5710” 

WEIGHT: (bo LB. 

TYPE O \ 

CAPRICORN a= ow ?-ко (22) 

G с P HEIGHT: 473” = 

You сам buy the (wy сайына 

“Samurai/Never ye FYES me eg Ln 

Yield” T-shirt == | ж 4 № 

iw his salon у — == сом 

Goes to Last 
Samurai’s salon 
once every two 

weeks So She 

doesn’t sprout 

Thinking u? 

clothes is 

fun Sov her, 

too. Boots 

and apron ave 

always present, 

though. 



JACQUELINE (older than Billy) ае cum 
oT 

QUEEN BEE E 

HEIGHT: 575” HEIGHT: 57” 

WEIGHT: 105 LB. Z П WEIGHT: 165 LB. 

SAGITTARIUS (Ай 
LEO TYPE А 

TYPE % y te | Siac 

Ts 

WN 

му, 
even ^ 

wire 

Jacket, 

even in 

Summer 

ы 
ы 



SISTER (24) 

HEIGHT: 6710” 

WEIGHT: 203 LB. 

TYPE А 

AQUARIUS MARIA 

HEIGHT: 576” 
WEIGHT: 127 LB. (including assassin gear) 

TYPE AB SCORPIO 

Ж 

Alveady alive 

She's my by the time | 

chavacter, but was in middle 

Ги too afvaid School. Has av 

to dvo? the itchy trigger 

honorific Finger, but 

with her. D ez ' wow he usually А 

misses, which 

is progress. { 

Ж Army Pants ^ 

/ underneath 

| AN 



yo" Pa 

о С 
1 

қом ИСА | А? 
к york er 57) p ewe 

eo SY NC TEN > ‘(hasn t got а name yet) 

PNE pe AMAzowESS (17); (28) 
was" e wA) HEIGHT: 66” ' HEIGHT: 574” 

AUT) WEIGHT: two ` WEIGHT: 106 LB. 
apples) worth (she says) | ТУРЕ B GEMINI 

шайы” nair as 54155 

robot anime 

characters, 

Three tengu. 

Two have black 

haiv, and one 

is blond. 



SEKI IcHINOMIYA (42) 
SHIRO (TOORU SHIRAI) (43) e's this kind s HEIGHT: да” 

= + on 

HEIGHT: Бо” Leni M ік Ne WEIGHT: (30 L9. 
WEIGHT: 143 LB. papers, he looks like: LIBRA 
CANCER TYPE О 

(think | 
saw a fashion 

magazine 

a sleeping bag, 

and | thought 

it was cool, So 

! based this on 



SHIMAZAKI (32) TERUMASA ТАКА! (51) 

HEIGHT: 577” WEIGHT: Ilo LB. HEIGHT: 574” WEIGHT: 1% LB. 

^ TYPE А 

CAPRICORN 

TYPE А CANCER Á ZEN 

Now he is a Slusteved 

butler, but the vav- 
ages of time have 

made him that way. 

Aw early, pre-vavages 

design, He is an 

V upstanding guy. 
(was thinking about 

doing a “she’s actually 
8 man” thing, but | 
decided to make her 

EARLY | 
SHIMAZAKI 7 
DESIGN 



Wow, l'm super excited not only to be 
featured on this volume's cover, but also 
because | can demonstrate to everyone 

the beauty of white lines in full color! They 
are magnificent! The beauty of white 

is the way if reveals itself, so dignified, 

when all other colors intermingle. Ina 
monochromatic world, you may hesitate, 
saying, “White-line walking? Hmm, I’m 

curious, but | just can't seem to take 
the first step...” But now youre 
feeling the courage to start, 

right? l'm so pleased to 
hear that... To be sure, the 
risks are immense. But the 
greater the risk, the more 
beautifully the white lines 

you draw will gleam... ВУ 
It's like the light of -@ 

Z 7%. ) 

the fires of life! 

27 

If you have th ” 2 resolve— __„ À 
Y ); | p 

NZ i A 24 

I 
AT = 

Е, < 

SHIRO V 

А”) 

| NT 



SHIRO’S 
PRECIOUS MACHINE, 
“CORNISH” 

it may not look it, 

but he’s customized 
it м every way 

imaginable Sor his 

white line walking. 





X-7: hapter C © i) © om ш 2 © < = = Q © =| = @ z [| "4 B = 8 
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x 
Му 
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" 
жа 
N
 



Í Ke when 
Iwas 

сассіеа 

125] | A 



| | ow like 





The other day I said good-bye to the 

desk I had bought with the prize money 

from the first prize I ever won. It was 
like something you'd Find in a teacher’s 

office. I bought it second-hand. Thanks 

for those seven years! It was metal, so 
my arms would hal£-£reeze in winter, but 

it was a good desk that never budged. 

—Hikaro Nakamura 



mra 

1 
y 
2 

I moved from a place with lots of tall 

buildings to somewhere with lots of 

green. All that green suddenly around me 
made me feel like Та moved back home. 

—Hikaro Nakamura 



arakawa under the b й 







Chapter 199: 

Chapter 200 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 203: 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 2 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 

Chapter 2 

201 

2: The Road to White Line 
ER 

n 

A 
: Encounter With Ignorance 

: anf <. p 
% 

nO ОЯ Chapterz223: The Form?of а Date** 

The Road to Style Mastery • 223 Chapter7224: Love Rivals +++ ees ^ 
` I д ар 

204: Arakawa Before and After*****229 Chapter 225: Summer Night Mira 

205: Eye-Opener essen 233 Nakamura Workshop Trip Diary «*******59352 

206: People Who Don't Clean ******* 239 Chapter Х-8: Distant Thunder**** ee 365 Ф 

207: The Infomercial Thing +++++++245 % 

208: Nino's Lesson eeeeeeeccccccce2AD а f 

209: The Metal Brothers Awaken ++++255 Y [s 

210: ESPers vs. Venusians++seseeees 261 = 

211: Precious Anniversary ++ 271 

212: Deepening Truth ** 4275 

3: Love O'erperches Species ** * ** 281 

214: Arakawa Dream Land +++++++ 287 

215: Attractions +++ ЕНУ, 

216: Forgotten Parade ооо... 299. 

: Captain Returns бб, 2 
> 
5 
А 



beautiful } 
14 the love imagery 

ll) of a girl depicts 

perfect couple... 

<= NN 

fiancée, $^ 
Ninofi.. 557 ̂ ff 

IE... 
It'll pass. А 

"des 
He's just way she ies 

looks at girl 
Меёзг. С). 
Maire 

РА 

^ Don't mess 
with me... 
|... | have 
always 
cared for 

2708 134 YIM p3320] A[UAPPNS “5194 19 12490 JADY PINOYS YIIYM ‘SIAI SIH ""K[340] 00) YONW 12401) AUN V 



bloomed love, ç | 
you t O S | | —Ç x Q NY 

3 һе” еп 

direct ` / Є А her petals 
scattered 

for this 
glimpse | J x a Мы 

Into с SS ЖЕ 

your HL учее У 
mind... | p. 



“Chapter 197: Arakawa Cinema News 

To think 
you already 
have every ). 
piece of < 

equipment 
needed to 
make a 
movie... 

"ve been 5 lec v 2 What ees 
watching Ve [М made you nothing 

nothing but suddenly | don't 
romantic \ | want to 

м 

= write a 

“a = 
A 

- Pc 

| thought 
| it'd be so 

allow me to nice if the 
operate Mayor and 

the | could love 
| camera! like that 

That 
would 
be nice 



LOOKS 
LIKE 

YOU'RE 
WAY MORE | 

INTO IT 
THAN I 

EXPECTEU. 

| really 
don't think 

l've 

They're a eed 

be making 
short 

е! 

| don't shooting 
have a right 

grasp on now?! 
the roles 
or the 
setting! 

- PRESIDENT, 

ТОА MASSIVE: 

Perfect 
NS for the 

SUPER POPULAR 
WITH ALL 
THE GIRLS... 



WHO 15 
ACTUALLY 
IN LOVE 
WITH 
PICO. 

WHO 18 412 ток | PICO'S \ 9 

ACTUALLY ue | "е | NEIGHBOR, 
IN LOVE 
WITH : 
PICO. 

PICO'S _ A 
CLASS- ee There's 
MATE, Ñ lots of 

| | AN UN- : characters, 
i| TOUCHABLE : so I'm Sure 

DELIN- there's one 
QUENT ; that you'll 
NAMED respond 
STARLIN, to! 

хехехе 

how 

Oh, 
but Billy 
turned 

KILL PICO 
BY HER 

ROMANTIC 

\ m 
These roles vJ Come on, 

are director! 
ridiculous Greet 

sid your 
actore! 

/4) she's 
just already 

Shoot cast 
the every- 
thing OME. 



THEY ALL 
SEEMED 
TO THINK 
THEY WERE 
PLAYING 
THE LEAD. 

| 
TI 
gu 

| 
| 

| | 
$ 

I'm Rec, 
director 

of A 
Flower ОЁ 

Paris 
~The Beautiful 
Little Flower 
of Antoine 
Academy ~ 



Argh, 
crap! 
She's 

already in 
character, 

too! 

МАИ... 
/ can’t 

very we// 
back out: 

of It 
HOW... š 

| put 
j on the 

costume 
... 

“A Chapter 198: Crank In 

V P-ko! 
The other 
actors 

on't know 
they're 

just eup- 
porting 

m 
ASA Lord Kou, 

the 
camera 

= is on 
Em standby 

42 | 

NSS 

/ had all 
these 
camera 
angles 

But planned | done 
out... d А ed 

% 
О 



If you like ES ON as. goes 
= Se PA зы T E = 

uniforms Ж DIRECT FROM 
LIGHT! THE 

ich, та Í Sonus Түс: 
much, 14 72 ACLOTH 
have worn Y nEEEORE | 

gea CTORS!! 

OK, let's 
start with 4 7 
the Pico/ i 

Ninofi 2 к 
% scene! 

— № 11 1 2 

TU 1721 What 

Pico’s rival, 
the rich 
man's 
daughter 

Wait, /т 
_/ does this scene, 

N that afraid of 
having her 

fiancé 
stolen, 

Мио"; goes 

uv Now she's YY 



BECAUSE 
TASTY 
EGG- 

PLANTS 

Pico's e well 
friend Besides, 2 whatever, 

Mssr. Maire iust use 
would never J 
love a girl 

\ like me... 
ч 

that!! 

Just 
letting the 
| T | camera roll 
| | оп and on 
| will make 

editing а 

the matter? |“ 
Why the lv 
long face /1- 

You'll 
scare 

happiness 
away! SHE STILL Г 

GOING 22 
4 3 Xu 

Ke 

/ 
| 



editing 
done at 
all yet... 

THE PARTY but suddenly 
CONSISTED it's a fantasy 

OF AN ELF, epic filled 

A HOBBIT, with copious 

AND amounts 

A DWARF. of CGI! 



SURE ABOUT 
THIS... 

AND 
THE FINALE 
HAS MAIRE, 
OVERCOME 

WITH 
SADNESS, 
FOLLOWING 
AFTER HER... 

P-ko... 
Why is 
Sister 
playing 
a girl 

7l 

C'mon, keep 
directing, Rec! 
The princes are 
about to arrive. 
The love story 
is heating up! 



THE GOD 

WHO 
SAYS 

ГИ LIVIN’ 
700 

FAST uF 

This 
allegiance 
between tell me 

Choshu and you 
| Satsuma is under- 

stand 
..? 

craziest 9СКІРТ... 
OF THEM 



— 
w Р 

а а. г 
Tp 

| 

And is he riting? A 
trying to < E y 
respond, АІ \ 
even If it’s 
Just ін the 

С З 

-чоооо- 
У 



P-ko.. 
You were 
able to 
become 

а genuine 
tragic 

herorre...! 



Everyone, 
please 

put your 
phones on 

silent! 

| dunno how 
you can be, 

all, | 4. Í after bein : 
Lord Kou. | 22. thers + ) 
It turned ; РА for the 

> Filming... 

shouldn't 
flatter 
me-! 

AND ONE 
WEEK 
LATER, 
AT THE 

CHURCH... 

Eek! 
Ст super 

excited 

Since the 
material 

was 
50 qood, 
editing 
was a 



ПШ ШШШ 

| love 
only one 
man the 

Е 

you guys! 
Please 

don't fight 

NOT ONE 
PERSON 

ROSE FROM 
THEIR 
SEATS. 

THE END 
CREDITS 
ROLLED, 



бо we 
decided| ATTHE 

to MAIN 

consult} BRANCH 

you, OF REC'S like more m аты 

concrete қ қ Ше COMPANY, 

data about n сё | | GOES... 

this a 

part. 

Well 
done, 

everyone 
/ 

так! 
seems 

different 
recently 



S x чу Ë 



ARAKAWA 
UNDER 

THE BRIDGE 



№ must've 

Г. у been Shiro! 

to blight ha s 

Dr dedi. Shimazaki 
oasis! that 

does 
Shimazaki 

ПД М \ even see 
2 in him... 

VA 
255 | just tried 

to open 
A g the door 

he had ÍO that 
house... 

f 

No telling 
who he's 
delivering 

/ | definitely 
know it's 
not what- 

| ever you're 
== ] imagining 

A it to be... 



RPN 

S 

who is it 
addressed 

to...? 

1 haven’ 
Seen w 

whoa... 

What? Yikes, 
wait, this is 

ask P: "«| do | have major 
Sister to hand 

these to 



WA reason 
to hesi- 

Nw 



d \ 
WITH YOUR] 

RIGHT | LINE 
FOOT FREE, CHANGE YOU'VE ATTACH- 
CLEARED | MENT! 
TWO LINES 

Next up: 
cross 

change, 
cross 

SEE | 

eference to the anime Ranma 1/2 

YOU'RE 
BLOCKING THE WHAT 

L 
ARE YOU Mere ME | 
DOING WHAT ARE YOU < 

THINKING № 
т 



A Chapter 201: Master and Pupil 
№ 21 r 

| moves?! | 
ШЕ. What kind VZ, 

ima- of rules Š 
zaki, are N l thought 

1%; are these AA, “Ac и you were 
you even 2! ЖЖС about to 

‚ clear the 
| аа 2 ' White Line 

Теге | |; B Triale in 
u | | k 21 moves 

have told \) k ө 
you, but... 

| haven't 
worked Twice 

a week, 
it's out like Wi s к, 

very this in a Г Mr. Shirai 
; { = 2 is enjoy- While... | ШИ coaching 

able. || J 

Кес, sorry, 
but Та like 
to move on 
to the next 
stage while 
we're still 
warmed 

She looks 
so alive... 

involved 
romanti- 
cally... 

for her 
to\take а 
РА ГР 



Why 
are you 

I£ you still 

were doing 9W8Y" 
the muscle |14: 
training 

| taught you 
every day, 
you'd be 

fine. 

Uhh... 
*7 | was 

really busy 
with work 

this 

Then why 
can't you 
stand up 
straight 

a l'm very : 
serious line 

walking 

| just... Ñ 
there was | 
a whirl- 
wind of 
meetings 



You can 
train your 
muscles 
during 

SAW meetings 

THAT | aways giving 
Гр FIRE di presenta- 

tions. 

Because 
I'm 

learning 
t 



' the talent 
to bea 

top-ranked 
Pro Line 
Walker 

want you 
| to become 

a rival who 
/ can face me 

on equal 
footing at 



“Chapter 202: The Road to White Line Mastery 

МАА... F ill... D 
You're ‚ Thank you 

drawing TE _ for saying 
some Мі — 7“ that... 

bizarre /! ! NUR. Will you put 
talents your faith 

out of my А 
talented 
secre- 

tary... IN 

й Well, in 
77; f: less than / any case, 

this 
“tourna- 

White Line 
Australia 

No, 
I'll do it! 
I'd love 

to go to 
Australia 

What will 
happen NS 

to all the 
projects Ë 
you're 

currently 
leading?! 

«у 

< OOELAAA 



distracted 
by anything, 

e/se. / 

She looks \ike 

herself 29217... 

What are the 
future prospects 
of this sport? ed 

How does ‘ 
society view 'Пботе 
Line Walkers? "ange 

le there support 
from the 

government 
? 

ask a few 
questions 

? 

A’, N3 bs di 

SMOOTH SMOOTH „2 

WHOA!! ` 
SHE SAID 
ALL THE 
SCARY 

STUFF AT 
ONCE!!! 



to walk 
alongside 

you 
forever. 

Huh 
Hey... 7! 
What 

are you 

Shiro?! 
You've got 
something 

more 
important 
than her, 

FORGOT- 
TEN HIS 
FAMILY 

2/ 

Ill just 
go do the 
flamingo 
training 

9 for a bit 

7 
LE T 

"Me 77 



I'D 
RATHER INSTEAD 

AIM FOR * (42 SEn м гок ау ew 
SINGLES DOUBLES Ч 

! $ g> 

«7077 
hf 
4 \\ 

AN 
5 т” ди 

^ MN 
too! 

| | Gotta keep 
my practice 

routine 
fresh, 

A after all! 

You total 
f. / 

Even if it was 
unintentional, 

T's treating а 
INTOLER- woman like 

ДЕ “aba? 



emotions 
into... 

course 
| do. 

| made 
sure this 

would 
happen. 

It's not 
something 

| could 
took Jet with 
some just a 
work, Signature 

I$ i step off | 
All the line | Д 

omy wife will even this 
tum into a ` though time 
white cornish they were ““ 

|^ benlt |. apart, 
/ thought he 

|| was Fighting 
to keep his 
wife from 

turning into 
| achicken. 

the one 
thin 

wife has / weed 
poured her about 

him... 
> Ja 
d 
= 

A 



Dearest 

Are you in good condition for the Australia 

сир? / feel like the dirt these days isnt as sticky. 
Make sure fo train your legs and hips more than 
before. / know / sound like a fretful wife, and no 

matter what your condition is youll win the cup! 
But / love you walking lines more Than any other 

version of you, so take care of yourself! (Also make 

Sure you have enough 4 н 

walking lines the way VS 

y'see... 
| can't attach 

so | һауе тү proof of 
to have my residence to 
wife act ав the tourna- 

guarantor 
every time. 

WAS 
TRYING TO | 
BREAK THE 
5-MINUTE 
BARRIER 
FOR THE 

FLAMINGO. 
what's 

popular in 
high school 

these 

| guess daugh- 
this ie ter... 



THERE I5 

RUN BY 
THE LAST | | 
SAMURAI. | | 

| 

4 Those 
for photos 

some at the 
reason, 

| not one trance 
person has С“ 
ever asked 

Д 
exe 
exe PR 

222 

300 years 
out of 
date! 

AN 
А] OPEN-AIR 
_ | BEAUTY 

SALON ON 
THE 

ARAKAWA 
RIVER 
BANK 

I£ you 
don’ 

it feels do it in 

like one fell 
you're swoop 

about to like 

usual, 



` d No... 

я! H-How 
Ncan that 

a 

11003 AHL OL AW 3AVHS 01 A0V33 03W336 LI g 



“€lChapter 203: The Road to Style Mastery 

Wh... 
Why didn’t ; 

I've по anyone >= 
choice tell те C3 ~ 

but to sooner ‘A 7 

close up Pd 
shop!! 

you've else 
always can us 
been a regu- 
beauti- lars 

I get it! V «©, | Eme 
| had 

Old not the show 
pictures | slightest you. | | pictures 

of notion of from 
yourself (= Баск 
are the then? 
absolute D | р 
worst 

But before 
you talk 

about closing 
you should 

\ take a look 
back at 
where you 

started! 



| assumed his 
species could 

not grow 
hair on top 

Then have 
someone 
with good 
taste be 

your 
producer 



IF you're 
lookina for 
a faehion 
leader, 

E 

no one on 
the river v 

bank beate 
Lord Star! 

you can 
see quite a Море, ri 4, 

uy 7 difference don t 
ЙД just by worry: 

Although 

І might have 
gone in the 

wrong 

direction Ж O 

| like it! 
And if 
we add 
that... 



THE TWO MEN 
INSTINCTIVELY 

REJECTED 
THE BIRTH OF 
A POWERFUL 

FOE. Make Sure the 

hunk power, f 
balance doesn't 

topple!| N 

high- 
in the waisted 
shirt jeans... 

Rotten pickled 
daikon has 
no right to 

interfere with 
Q the creation 

у N of beautiful 
things! 



“Chapter 204: Arakawa Before and After 
N Z => Т 

you think, 
Last 

Samurai 
? 

Hey, 

С-Саше | 221 why'd you | S) This 
Maria was 4 puthim | | ч = brings 

really D. back in ШІ те back... 
M something у // | remember 

annoyed nice? looking like 
= i this. 

KANTO POPULAR BEAUTICIAN: 

ВЕТ | 

LE Vanhee oe 

№ seemed | 
that girls | 
had a thing 
for те... 



І had to |. = 
blindfold (<у 0. za Lj ке eyes 
them SJ. "ам rom 

while | t EK E following 

their W me, 

hair... 
A 

But the 
girls who 

who fits 
in ata 
trendy 



In fact, 
(his is 
the real 

me. 

| Кес, 

Doesn't : you lig 
Awm wear the he?! All jc ae 

right, I'll rg AS thing! 

create if WAL N 
a look X I 



| АЙ 
SHFF (д 

НЕ BLEACHED таке уои 

IT WITH — even 

SUCH FORCE gotta cooler... 

IT KILLED personaliza 
your dye 

MY job... 
CUTICLES. 



that boil 
off the 
water in 
your head 

dish? той, 

treatments | 

It's worth 
wherever sacrificing 

you like, 

As it's 
| long as fine 
everyone ! 
is happy 

Samurai, 
you're | 

looking blue || 
again... | 



When 
/ first 
came 
to the 
river 
bank... 

My heart 
only calms 

down when 

I look into 
this blade... 

Hey, 
c'mon, 

that's 

impos- 
sible, 

| yield my 

way of 

thinking 

to 

theirs...! 

М 0—2 
Pathetic... 

But what 

can I do...? 

worn 
that shirt 
since you 
came to 
the river 

bank. 

ғ 

salon 
the 
way 
the 
girls 
told 

me to, 

that the 
blood of 
samurai 
Flowed 
within 

my veins, 
ана yet... 

A blade 
handed 
dowr 

genera- 
tions 

H from ту 
samurai 

ancestors 



BUT IT'D 
| NEVER pO À 

| SOMETHING 
HALF- 

BAKED LIKE 
YIELD, 

wielding a 
katana, 

JL Ala 
PZA 

Д. // || 
[| 
“Іт 



I'm 
closing 
the 

abso- 
lutely 
insist 

E 
NNN 

N 
Hey! Š 
le EN 

every- 1 ue : 

one N 7 
here? ROI 

left his 
room... 

Z- =} NI He yelled 

that he 
Ñ самъ до... 

| 
| 



/) 

Ж 
SHFF 

МУ Today 
И well 
и (аке the 
curtain Arakawa 

on а new scene by 
fashion storm 

Thanks to 
you all, 

I've been 
able to enter 
a brave new 

world of 
fashion... 



YOUR ONLY Z REC TRIED 
TO UNDO OPTION 15 ( 

THE nro THE LATEST ¿ TREND— | ALL NIGHT, X 
BUT IT HELD T solo 
AS TIGHTLY | Hi 

AS A CURSE. 



BUT WHAT 
EVERYONE 

MOST 
LOOKED 
FORWARD 

TO 

keep him 
from 

—=s/eepíng...? 

Begin 
the 12 
Disciple 

mentioned 
it. It's 
nothing. 

JUDAS' 

KRNCH. Камен. ty 
H 1 5. 
QT 

SUNDAY 
MORN- 
INGS 

ON THE 
RIVER 
BANK 
BEGIN 
WITH 
MASS. 

WERE THE 
COOKIES 
SISTER 

GAVE OUT 
AFTER- 
WARD. 

dream that 
woke me up 

in the 
middle of 

the 
| night. 

couldn't 
fall back 

There's 
cake today, 
too. Come 
have some 

in the 
chapel. 



а | 
А » PA 2-9. Jl 

: — i 



“€lChapter 206: People Who Don’t Clean 

Hey, 
knock 

That's it off, 
some- 4014 
thing face! 

R | Nino and 

everyone! uem. 
Last Samurai S ^. R 
cut the cake 

for us~! 

W- 

Wow, 
it's so 
nicely Whoaa! 
cut! He 

bulldozed 
through! 



After you've 

you won't 

to buy cake 
from an 
outside 
store... 

had Sister's, \ 

be tempted Š 

The light 
Filtering 
into the 
chape/ 
/6 just 
about 

perfect. 

Makes me 
want to 
hang out 
for а long 

time... 

cookie is 
super soft 

d 



SUPPOSED 
TO CLEAN 

This 
just blew № stuff? 

your nose on | It's not 
that tissue, [| | trash... 



7O 
p DRY 

if you let it Whipped 

dry for a bit, cream 

| it tastes like on the 

| | yogurt they cake 

uw NX. d sell at candy Plates 

3 У 

... 

"e a 
nas 

BAN J, °° yummy... 



‘So 
а. 

looks like 
garbage 

I HAVE 
CHOSEN 

| Everything 
in my 

dresser ie 
folded like 
in etores. 
My life- 
style is 

“| beautiful 

It pains me 
if there's 
garbage 
anywhere 
in my line 
of sight! 



denying 
who | was 

up to 
now! 

We'll 
clean up 
later! O mE 
ШІМ E 

he 
= 



This 
carpet 

is 

take it Water- 
outside Proof 

and 
shake 

it: 

Ц of it guys 

This is your 
house, right? 

They're 
totally 

trashing 
it! 



SISTER'S 
MOTTO IS: 

"KILL 
ROACHES 
STARTING 
WITH THE 
NEST." 

| bought this 
because the 

infomercial said, 
"It repels any 
amount of 

liquid!" 

Looks like 
not even the 

liquid left 
behind by my 

BLACK 
PINEAPPLE 
would soak 

into it, 
either... 



"€" Chapter 208: Nino's Lesson 
ТТІ 

ld) 7 
LVE NO 
CHOICE 

H... Hey... | by y" 
Anybody know mf le. pg Huh...? 

where the paper hoa еж М wae 
wrestlers Bs m. riaht 

| put here | A Щи. ng 
went? ГТ 

TM | 
"QI ми 
wait I — ME | 

seem like 
nearly 
every- 
thing is 
gone 

2.2?! 

You're 
really bad 
at shodi, 

reading 
that 

magazine 



Behold 2—5 AE | put 

my =] ten 
func- М2 FS away 
tional Ues 7 Джи e 

beauty PT) ХЕ < Ы. 

\ \ o 9 a ` 

N urgh 
5 о, | трт You 

9—< TETT ZS into а turned 
what жей "BL ES PAL hollowed- this 

were you [ a MESES 6 out, chapel а и uncom- looking ND TAS fortable 
for...? ~ : не!!! I 

| 

From 
4 now on, 

no matter 
Repent 

and ask ll your 
me nicely brutish 

where actions 

things were 



/ 

Uiz 
Summer e 

ART!!! 



A a SSA m 
SN | SS 4 [фр У, Т 

i р i 
Eeeep! ij Nast THE 

| | “HAS THIS ` You re — aS THIS 
opening | Е l BEEN = 
every ко 

IF | open 
everything, 

I'll Find 



= 

Z= “фе 
АС = 



Li” 
ey lf 

you leave 
stuff out, 
he'll inhale 
it into the 
black hole 
inside his 

on 

| can't break 
the habit. Even 

now | can't 
sleep unless 

I'm shut away 
inside some- 

REC WON ӘТБ ( 
THE BATTLE, SAAS thank your 
BUT HE HAD q V | иа аи 

қ where a 
NIGHTMARES и š being You were 
FOR A WEEK | | m š; N | messy born ona 

ABOUT THOSE à | ас isn’t planet 

TWO BLACK Wy / à fatal... 

HOLES. — "| x 



bs > vu 

| j 2 No. 24 

CES FT and 

- | Мо. 30 
um | 

| = have A z 7 | 

47 M x escaped 

11 
Find ы 

them! 
я 

We can't EX Ç 

let them Ip, | 

leave the ае” ONE 
facility!! / == 

They're 

THREE the Henk 

YEARS powerful 

AGO, of the ESP 
WE CNN GS NES Samplell 

ESCAPED | w x — v 
FROM E x 3 | 

HELL. 

Urgh... | | | ТНЕ 
BUT THE | / 

But ugh... LAB NEVER | | |: / CURRENTS 

we never Jay How dare SWEPT US 
1 ined disguise HERE imagined yourself UNDER THE Y as any- FINDING А BRIDGE 
dress up thing... US... | 

as 
Rec...! 

dare you 
threaten 
the river 
bank resi- 

THIS PLACE 
WAS LIKE 
HEAVEN... 



2
.
 

№ 

MASK 
< 
іх 

wr 

= 

x 
What 

с 
у
у
у
 

y 
2
7
.
.
.
 

А
 
7
7
 



ee = thine alent 

vou коша |7 the other | 
| people | REC HAD THE 

here | TERRIFYING 
| EXPERIENCE 

OF WAKING 
UP TIED TO 
A CHAIR. 

XA Chapter 209: The Metal Brothers Awaken 

replaced 
with a lab 
agent in 
disguise... 

Because 

you were 
the first 

yesterday Ñ | | | 
in this ` | " | 
very X So we've 

т | || taken you 
| ⁄ hostage, 

Fake Rec! 



PUCATIONAL GOALS 

Numbers | 
assigned Detailed CHOOL RECORD; Азу S 

un lar records 
to Our senl ses [acne [mane [ae 
Нега! De C Ге Г \ On both 
ко E ЖЕЛЕ ЕЕ + of us. 2 

д ае E L , ee 
m trong) as 

l n h u a ne, ЕВЕ $ Normal) 2 (Needs work) | 12. work) 22722 
devi | is h — — e Us Жо зе+1 

T етее in 
document г. MENDATIONS СС" 

LP (Con explain Und ers андар 

ыы 

gave us 
| numbers 

I've never 
seen real 

e. 

" 

“the lab" 
INSIST ONZ 
SUCH AN 
EXTREME 
VERSION 
OF PRES- 
SURE-FREE. 

You mean 
the ESP 
stuff? 



The 

brother's points of 
Ah, height Hoshi's 
| had shrinking are star 
been pode due getting 

о our less 
wonder- ESP...! 

ing 
about 
that... 

ls there 
any sort 

won't be 
children 
forever 

It’s too 
late to 

tell us to 

у 

were able 
to sniff 



power 
cannot be 
contained 

The violent 
monsters 
inside us 

Right, 
THEY | you guys BOTH | have to HAD repeat 

p M 
awaken 

Er. class IN 
from SCIENCE. 
the 

begin- 



SCRNCH 

Г. 
Argh... ХІ Brothers! 
NOW We are 

they're all 
mixed ир ER not m 

in this... enemies!! 
Же 

But the 
brothers’ 

~~~ powers аге 
keeping us 

| from 
getting 

an Y 
closer...! 

A Chapter 210: ESPers vs. Venusians 

AFTER 
jo | AN HOUR, 
| THE RIVER 

BANK 
RESIDENTS 
BEGAN TO 
GATHER. 

window's 
open and 
they have 

no weapons! 
Storm 

right inl! | 



By the 
time 

| reach 
them... 
all my 

cuticles 
will be 
dead...! 

INTEREST- 
ING 

SUPER- 

It's no 
sweat at 
all for us 
to open up 
cuticles 

| wish 
| could 
save 

the 
brothers’ 
super- 

you two 
smugly 

admitting 
to doing 
that?! 

powers 



walk all 

YOUR 
OWN 

the way 
\ Over 
\ there etf 

You've run out Wow, 
of stuff to read! free salad 

5 dressing 
And to 50 

š u 
You've - — Stop pretending 

revealed = _ |) to сага about 
зы. a3 some dumb tele- lucky 

sweepstakes! ` phone Winners 
cards” 

= 7 to 100 
А winners 

Sister! 
Aren't holy 

people 
tranas excellent 

for small T at neqo- 

tiations 
Бі шу K like 

№ this? 

animals 



Geez... 

all the 

you've 
done on 

Even with 

research 

you still 
forgot that 
such things 
won't work 

on us? 



No! 
Tetsuo! 
Tetsuro 

Ш winners | 
, from 

Our 
teach- 
er...? 

He wasn’t 
like you. 
He was 

|І suddenly 
want to 
dig holes 

in the 

Because 
of him, 
we... 



Mak x ake Sure — Nishi-Nippori 
you don't — This is Mh. 
Forget Nippon... Окас, 

anything when Doors will A Heno | 
Y\ кз" you exit OPen on ДЕ аһ 

\ the train... the ight. PP. 7 

No, the real 
bad ones are | 
you lab people | 
for creating |. 

№ mean for the 
Mayor to give 

you those 
names?! 

memories | 
into your 



9000040 
e e° Ow 

powers 
should 



| WE 

VENUSI
ANS 

А 
4 

277 

Е oes 
she 

E really 
have 

= that's 

E stronger 

Wh-What 
the he

ck ís 

Venusian 
Power..

.?! 

| а 



She just 
threw me 

out the 

window! 

Venusian 
power is 

le it 
over 

already 
? 



Were 
sorry to 

- )cause you 
so much — 

\\ trouble!/ | 

THE 
VENUSIAN 
SPECIAL 
ABILITY: 
OGLIV/- 
OUS- 
NESS. 

I'd hoped 
to make 

а machine 

| hadn't even | 
pretended / 
to get 

qun 
instantly 
disinte- 
grate 

this year 

"A nti 

ALL RIVER | 
RESIDENTS , A | ü 

(arduo - Nino's THE >ҡ ЫМ EFFORT P Uh Oblivious- 
INTO A ness 

REMAINING activated 

го THINGS m TUER early... 

UNINTER- 
ESTING. 



Tuesday 

1 
slash and 

the burn 

anniver- ү (8) 9 10 
загу... VAVCHOVIES у Live! “Mayor 

5.4 deans Б, cheeved 
Ripped 2:00N' me и? 

really back 
been a 
year 

already 
z 

TOWN | HAYEAN- 
| made an < 2. |NIVERSARIES 

anniversary | | Z < WHERE THEY 
те ; REAFFIRM 

THEIR LOVE 
FOR ONE 
ANOTHER. 

95 m versa : oe да TT 
c dne 

THE ONES 
THAT COME 
PRINTED 
ON THE 

CALENDAR 
AREN'T 
ENOUGH. 



T m 
J You 

TOLD 
ME you 

LO 
THE , ANCHOVIES... WORLD'S 
MOST THIS 

PATHETIC Š WW) 1S THE 
1 7— ANCHOVY- ANNI- 

VENSTRES М ̀ VER- x 



“Chapter 211: Precious Anniversary 

but {| 
could you quit W N: | get 
it with these М = АША, that 
fussy little р you want 
anniversaries an excuse 
you make up 
nearly every = ты 

Look 

Even Nino Ç Yesterday] 
must be The day was the 
getting | before was Scrub 

the Sock Brush 
Touch Anniver- 

Anniversary 38ГУ. 

; Z | was on 
Jacqueline Y nothing the edge 
said she j IÉ so © | of my seat 
and Billy | ^ | j exciting during the 
had a 4 | : scene of the 

precious үр js : rebellion 
i р against the 

Anchovy 
Kingdom. 

actually 1 
ре anniver- 

sary 
it is! 

She's so 
bored her 
brain has 
started 
revising 
what she 



UNDER THE \ 
NOSES 
OF ALL 
HER 

ARMED 
GUARDS. 

It sounds 

“BIRDS | more like love that 

an inter- Xu def les i Tem » social rank 

REALLY ) ms ue wonderful 

SKIES?!" 



BS 212: Deepening Truth 

Тыр (/ | 

тн 24 transcends 
) the boundaries 

of species... 
Theirs could be 
a model for 
our own 

romances 

\ curious 

Whatever Mà. to see 

he does it'll г how Billy 

undoubtedly 
be completely 

bad-ass... 

6 Aww, She's 
just the don't be) ( all alone! 
feminine silly, 
way to р 

make exag- Nino. 
gerated 

expressions 
of one's 
feelings. 

RJ” Thus 

т 
wt) 

Де 54 

г. 

а а 
mature 
lady. 

how 
tranquil 
she is... 



I've been 

waiting 

7 I'm not so 
pathetic ae 

to rush back 
to my ex- 

| trust Т áN husbands 

him... A 



| just know 

ATTACKING VKE 
HER! ( ы a 

HEY: Billy will 
THOSE 

BEES ARE т come back 

SWARMING (| 7 (22 -72с94е- = INWY АА 9) (0 те. 
AND 4 SA 

k: əн 

The bees 
will kill 

her before 
Billy 

deprivation 

E What's 
going on, 
Jacque- 

thought lines 
today 

was your 
anniversary 

with 

ж Red-light district 

He said 
he was 
headed 

to Kabuki- 
спо.“ 



I HOPE 
HE FLIES 
RIGHT INTO 
THE GLASS 
WINDOW OF 
A SHINJUKU 
PENTHOUSE 
AND DIES!! 

C 
IF Billy was 

a crop 
I'd prune 

his stamen 

right, 
to get 
to the 
main 

Subject 

mistake! Í 
He would 

1 
ó М h always like 

- > this... 



some 
Martin 

was looking 
for 

Jacqueline 
just now. 

| won't бома Y. | odie eners 

ates Par elope You're аы I even Youre Jacque- 

such with Martin] Ñ ; respected cheat- line 

debauchery her 2! 

Š while 
Billy's 

What is 
your 

deal...? 



АС ЕРУ TES 
BROTHER 

APODIFORMES, 
SISTER'S APODIDAE, 

REPORT WAS HIROUNDAPUS 
QUITE р CAUDACUTUS... 

LITERAL. 



and "Kokucho" 
ie written with 
the charactere 
for "country" 
and "bird." 

The boss is, 
obviously, 

a pheasant!! 

“СІ Chapter 213: Love O’erperches Species 

And is 
"Kokucho" 
written 

‚ "black" 
le their and 

His power and g 
prospects ` 

Surpassed even : 
(that of the, 

syndicate brass. { 

you're 
a friend 

are un- 
biggest, touch- 

strongest able 
syndicate “ 

in the 
Kanto 
region. 

Billy and 
| were both 

under 
their wing 



why did 
he have 
to go 
after 
the 

boss's 
(ГІ?! 

ever risk 
going back 
there?! 



4 

If Billy 
gets 

killed... A 

stingers 
are the 

гл, ultimate 
use mine poisoned 
to bring ` barbs. 
down the 
Kokucho. 

A queen 
bee's sting is 
a venomous 
weapon that 
she can use 
just once, 
and pays 
for it with 

her life. 



| 
| always 

4 come 

This is 
the 

anniver- 

Г. promise, 



Come 
back to 

MY це... 
loyalty 

doesn't lie 
with the 

TWEEEEET 
a 

| thought 
he might come 
back missing |н, 

a finger ` уу. 

^ Не lost 
something 
much more 
important 
than a 
finger... 

“west” and 
‘armed 
guards” 

were about 
the yakuza 

? 

creeped-out 
look on 

your face. 
You got 

someone like 
that, too, 

right? 

| wanted 
to be 
your 

younger 
brother 



77 
; 

n4 К, 

= ww e 

| NEC For Billy 1 
| left ‘em ‘ i to have to| Y” 

i y give up behind 9 | {йс skies 

Be 

SOME Шы пеуег 

THINGS | 722 wings 
YOU can't \ а 
OVERLOOK, 
EVEN IF 

IT'S BILLY 
THAT DOES 

THEM. 



Yeah! 
We'll go 
again 

someday. park was 
so much 

fun! 

you guys, 
don't look 

away 
during a 
lecture... 

Oh, / see... 
They came 
straight 
from 

the river 
bark... 

So that’s what 
caught the’ 

eye.. 

| wish 
we could 

you want, |... 
| can take 
you to one 



QUII | 
i) 

о ys У le that 
WHICH > icc to take us 

see ya try oala 
00 YOU > an make called the REALLY Ñ тесле | “tana ste | AU this не (A Dreams...? / 
WA N T Y river bank M f. | ?? Y. 

j 



"€" Chapter 214: Arakawa Dream Land 

Q 
2%) А But we'd 

[os d ee ла rather die 
; before we 

amusement \ . 4 
park here! 
Does that 

CA aream where GN o LORD Kou. - 

it's fine. goa can e с y | | MADE А LAND а around: with 3 oF DREAMS!! 1 

chance for 
me to show 

off my 
skills. 



would never 
waste time 
taking me 
somewhere 

"fun"... 

Wel/, 
even if 

/'ve \ 
"ever 

been to / 



We 

^ heard 
It’s your | TAN | about 

j 

16 

dico ы Ç 
You're amuse- 

around it! А 1 euch ment 

í | es W e Roa great Pa 
NC Á Жі teacher, Project. 

entirely in 
your hands 
recently... 

already open, 

so bring the 
п kids on by! oe 

they even а Honestly 
m 

have a relieved 

mascot. awe 

impressive 
for just 



on my back 
is Filled with 
dreams and 
acorns and 
shiriko- 
dama... 

H-Hey 
there, 
kids... 

become |:. f 
filled with | GB 
shiriko- 

Don't be 
a silly 

squirrel! 
There isn't 
a yokai in 

here! Ñ v SECOND 
| COSTUME 

(Vi, ІШ 
ip 



“Chapter 215: Attractions 

RELATION- 
SHIP 

BETWEEN 
BOYS AND 
COSTUME 
CHARAC- 
TERS! 

Oh, Sheesh...! 
welcome! T I'm already 
Stella, Jj y pretty 

dev | v worried and 
А | we're only 

at the 
Huh entrance. 

construc- 
tion is 

gorgeous, 
or rather, 
realistic 

| m So very 
a 5 detailed 



1 TERED 

guard 
down?! 

| should've 
known... 

It's a park 
made by 

the Arakawa 
river bank ( 
denizens...! }Х 



/ ІІ 

vA ФА / 4 Ж, y BAAN DA ae ah DRAA 

It really 
seems 
to pop 
out at 
you! 

Wow, 
cool! 

Super It’s like 
awesome the bullets 

| are flying 

4 7 E Hard to 
| | [а АТЫ 
{г | Stes l 

| 

believe 



What on 
earth do 
you people 

think 
amusement 
parks are 

7 

My command- 
ing officer 

used to take 
me to the 
battlefront 
sometimes 

Nobody 
wants 
to see 

a blood- 

— our dad taking 
us to a river 
near a human 
settlement... 
then we'd all 

have fun eteal- 
ing shiriko- 
dama. 

soaked 
“Sunset 
on 3rd 
Street"! 

Hey, 
Stay in 

your seat. 
It's 

| Realism is 
the selling 
point of 

3D movies, 

Ah, well... 
there weren't 
any amuse- 
ment parks 
when we 
were kids. 

tainment" 



| LEA 
| | Anyway, 

| can't let 
the kids 
play at 

\ We're а park 
| Meaving with so 

Г тапу 
| Í. defects 

We didn't 

We ell, It's make 

РИ admit fine. “Brae” 
а roller We moves 

puta тма 
great violent 
deal of way. 
effort 
into 

in 

m | 2 с ЖУ ч 
7o think 

y 
A make sure 
A you're 
A strapped 
A . 

A 
y 

Wooow-! 
he made Is that 
а roller it? 
coaster It's 
in three һиде!! 
days 

Just 
for 

these 
three 
kids... 



This is 
gonna 
hurt 

quite a 
lot... 

THE IRON 
MAIDEN 
COASTER. 

OK, 
1 make sure 
the hand- 
cuffs and 

THEY'RE 
тоо (5 А 

SCARED Ж? Promise 
TO EVEN fŠ Z you'll 

шта WZ (Al) | scream 



But it 
looks 
like 

With 
these 
kids... 

A Chapter 216: Forgotten Parade 
a= - — Я 

Ж $0 | guess 
ie nobody really 
ИК understood 

amusement 

ЕЛ 

what an 

7 park ів... 

СЯ 
Y 

үү 
шым, НЛ қ Т 
ШР АРД Ws PAM № 





Rec, 
look! 

ГА parade's 

= >) 
Au cb 



Not only 
will | . 

remember 
this... |1 

THE PROCESSION 
SEEMED T0 BE 

CURSED, 
WITH SOMETHING 
TO THE EFFECT OF, 

"IF YOU DON'T 
FORGET YOU SAW 

THIS BEFORE 
YOU'RE 20, 
YOU'LL DIE." 







Huh...? 

Must 

be tough, 
drawing 
manga 
to suit 
other 

people's 
tastes... 

It'll be 
“A Ж Fine! doesn’t 

jour weekly 
| serializa- 

I'm planning 
using the 
feedback 
from this 
as fuel 
to work 
harder on 

P-Fan- 
l'il look tasy? 
out 

for it! I'll be 
doing a 
one-off 

for 
another 

INA 

Sci-fi... | CERTAIN 
A one-shot| MANGA 

space | ARTIST'S 
opera...?! | STUDIO IN 

ARAKAWA 
WARD... 

Ah, well, 
your 
manga 

just oozes 
with this 

sense of 
"| wanna 
draw 

sci-fi”... 

publisher AL 

i 2 





BEEP 
“This is your 
editor at 
P-Fantasy! #57. 

You see the ad? 
I did ту best 

to get a pretty 
good slot! 
Can't wait 
to see the 

manuscript!!” 

Message | 

| 2% 

Do you know 
how many 
years І уе 
been doing 

| totally this asa 
know how profes- 
to make it sional? 

a bunch 
of his 

stuff is | 
missing / |! 

Uh, = + 

The number 
you have 
dialed 

cannot be 

through | 
times like == 

Z L N 

BEEP 

“What the 
hell is this Mes- 
series?! sage 

This is totally #56. 
different 
from what 
we talked 
about!!” 

connected... 

We figured 
this time 
would be 

impossible, 
but... 



In the 
end, 

they're 
not 

gonna let 

But 
X ЖА even the 

2 ad for the 
"ew series 

sald 
"Moe Moe 

that I've 
run away, 
| can't 

go 
back... 

Morning 
already 2 

? 

kicks те 
out 

before = 
getting 

Nino 
2 7, 

futon 



Ж АЖ 

YOU'RE 
ae THE 

SCI-FI 
ad ЗОЛАК NERD 

shouting ОЛ ^ WHO 

en 7 у /X CREATED 
It rattles AES THE ARA- 
my brain 

№ 

50 early 
in the 
morning 

... 

/ already in the 
[| earth Defense 

Force together, 
so it seems 
pointless to 
argue about 
permission / 

You gotta \ | don't 

have What give those 
out so 
easily. 

Wow, can you 
actually live 



This is 
a zine 
| drew 

just for 
fun... 

ue | 

bridge. Ш 

GOVERNMENT № || “| THANKS 
UNDER ; | FOR 

THE BRIDGE M \ ЖА JOINING 
WAS СУИ | 

UTTERLY 
CORRUPT. 



Chapter 218: True Nature Revealed 
ku... T 

To be ED 

able to you're a 
W draw the genius thi 

Mayor's + 
coolness 

| to this 
degree... 
You're an 
enfant 
terrible 

this kappa 
18 $000 
freaking 
сооі...! 

Buying 
Ais way 
In like 

you guys 
as well, 

of 
course. this is 

very 
grade 

C Oh, 
and you're 
the model 
for this 

Ah, well, 
if you went 
that far 
| guess 

I'll Skim it... 



мы S 

BECOME < 
— 

CRUI; 

AP X — ЖАС А ТБ 
TIME (| | 

EMPLOYEE 
i. 

And why am ү и 

f covered in 910047... only mine | feel like | is во 
modest 
с 

"Interview 
Arc” 

alone fills 
eight 

volumes. 
It's epic. 

"Maestro" 
is 

| definitely 

how many 
interviews 

do | fail?! I'm 
unemployable 

oe | 

| 





didn't 
you say „> 

50 » 
sooner 

0000 

You 
bastard! 
You took 
advantage 

HE EVEN 
MADE 

theth A PUN 2:0 & 
WHEN ture... of a manga 

WRITING pre 

"2 REC." tioned 
reflex!! 



= 219: The End of Passion 

2. — s= u 

e shock 
of having 
Ais cover 

has blown 
kept him 
holed up 
in the 

Church... 

| thought 
you ran 
here 

Now ‘cause 

youre you 
doing hated 
what manga! 

Potato 
Chip 
Kuwa- 
bara... 

drawing 
manga 
and ran 
away... 

been 
| stalk- 

should !"g 
warm Niro. 

Sister 

Sister, 
I'm 

coming 
in. 



M ud 
Out there, 
they only 

let me draw 
what 

will make 
\ everyone 

else 
happy... 

But this is 
ТШ үде | clearly drawn 
+ë hes U [ to appeal to 
Wass, J U a singular 

Ke audience: 
the Mayor. 

Potato 
Chip- 

sensei 

when !'ve 
got readers 
right there 

in front 
of me, 

| end up... 



éditor as 
well as 
a fan, 

| knew you 
had it in 

Oh dear, 
did | give you 
a name that 
people on 

the outside 
use? 

Then your 
name is 
null and 
void. You 
can't live 

here. 

wer Dont 
mr 

No! 
gave тё |'m not 
anew Potato 

3x 

Oh, 
| called 

What NU 
are you d > 

you would 
become 

an author 
that 
people 

call 
"Maestros 

to 
P-Fantasy 

and 
cleared 
things 

up. 



Please be an 
issue W 

HOME 15 
WHERE THE 
THINGS 
THAT 

MATTER 
MOST TO 
YOU ARE. 

|| There 
is still 



It's 
intelli- 

Never Right. 
given a here? 

even 
you 

couldn't 
have A SU VW Everything | 

planned NUN р ie going 
for. u M ||| according 



FANTASTI- 
CAL. PEOPLE'S wf 

PASSIONS 
CLASH 

AM | E Ge 



"GALAXY 
UNDER 
THE 

BRIDGE." 

PREVIOUSLY: 
THE MANGA 

ARTIST POTATO 
CHIP KUWABARA 
GAVE HIMSELF 
A LITTLE T00 

| MUCH FREEDOM 
WHEN HE 
CREATED A 
NEW MANGA: 

SINCE THE 
CHARACTERS WERE 

MODELED ON 
THE RIVER BANK 

RESIDENTS, 
IT WAS VERY 

POPULAR THERE. 

| I'm sure 
In that ! / nobody 

сазе, N N СТАИ but us 
it'll be will read 

canceled 



Е 1 lam the Po ZN 9% | Venusian 
Queen... 

you two 
masters of 
the Space 
Fortress 
Galaxy 
Bridge... 

eliminate 
these 

intruders 
|| 



Hm...? 
/5 that f | 

Hoshi ) \ | 3 | “И 

and the 
j 

| 

ofhers j НЕМ ig ⁄ | I — 

ES Ah | = 

СОТЫ 
Y J 

Oooh... | 

Y This is the\ i—- 
scenery һе | 
described | ~ 

in the |--- 
interview J- : 

8 gas 

People are 
staring! 

Thi 
is / 

definitely 
the place. 



We didn't 
mean to 

[| bother 
anyone... 

9-3 

(нин // Oh, 
"n Й l'm a model 

12? А f 7 

We heard 
the charac- 
ter modele 
for Potato 
ена 

ALAXY 
UNDER THE 
BRIDGE 
lived here 

Aw, 
geez, well, 
I'll take а 
pic with 
whoever's 



When | don't 
they did a hate the 

IF character EC | mean... 
you Paper But he's not He's uri 

NY my favorite not as |, 
SAY A ih | much pus a 

MORE "Um. e | funto Plain... 

I'M И N j ~- cosplay 

but We'd just | у Then why 
where's love to don't you 

the AJA go down | go on down?! 
entrance š ' : 

7 

Weird, 
there are 

entrance is 
right over } 
there... 



THE GIRL 
THAT THE THE 
VENUSIAN ; VENU- 
QUEEN IS 
BASED 

ò инод N 
SHE'S GONE / ` 

INTO Í 
ATTACK 
МОРЕ!! 

Chasing 
after 

photography 
really 

stresses 
her out, 
во please 

stop! 



4 
| ЭМИ» 
ШІШІ 

= 
ух 
— <> <> ES 22 [^ e 

ІШІ! W 
wx 

C 227 DA 

EAN 

i 



Four 
intruders 
confirmed. 

don't 
appear 
to be 

CY 
| ow Wa 

LINO A REALLY 
PROTECT Аў Р) ? |— SCARY 
YOU Ж ТТ X MEN = SECURITY 

| /9% i д ; 2 SYSTEM 

Я uM" 
DA ДИ, ÁN 



K / 

MO COGO 
ОО 

nothing 
like 

you... 

Uh, 
| think 

you have 
nothing 

Sar 
Oh, are || 

ЭУ АМ you my 
/ well, in fan? Woow’ C-Can lees 

| 

that 
case...! /X) а models 

Mw picture really 
With exist! 
you Ме 

| take acter 



were 
to give 

you both 
names 
right 
now... 

UNLESS 
you'D 



ү 
shouldn't 
compare Every Indeed... 

| ree We need one of us 
other armies. шее ине is a 

It’s all in how peciall 
in infiltration, 
assault, or 
Support... 

they use 

meaning- 
less to 
compare 
ourselves 

to 
others! 

and the Ü 
real thing 
ie euch a 

Ñ 
Th-This \ 
stupid 
mask 



The real 
one has 

Such such 
dinginess a cheap 

and feeling 
grimi- ө 
ness!! 

| just 
can't 

capture 
that 

half-assed [/ , 
sensibility 

“ор” 
Even if 

| can't do 
anything 
about 
being 

so much 
taller... 

LIS 

APPARENTLY |, ы 

IT'S TRUE / thaaaat! 
THAT Dont show V 

MEETING 
me the 

ES reality"! 
DOPPEL- 

GANGER 16 | 
FATAL. 

if | bind my 
breasts and 
wrap a towel 
around my 

waist, maybe 

closer... 
| сап get abit \ | 



“Chapter 222: People to Protect, Places to Protect 

" Wi 
z= \ 4 

I'd have 
liked to 

shake the 
Stop AX Venusian 

trying to í FONS Queen's 

solve ` 
everything 

with а 

Congrats, 
you've been 
granted an 
audience 

me Дә] 

mavca 

ЕЛЕ, 

а th td 
ПЕНИЕ 

treating 
her like 
awild 

animal... 



Ah, of 
course! 
And we | Wow, 
know | \ that was . 
whera | во much J| 

Next 
time my 
costume 

| will be 
ІІД perfect 

We 
did just 

соте up a 
staircase, | 

A right...? 



М MH take 
| Measures 1 

\ as well. 7S 

I've 
| kept my 
promise. 



must sometimes 
become a house 

а fortress. 

THUS, 

THE 

HOUSE | brus n 
WAS P "P-Nute" fan h 
PRO- d Y) letters from 

TECTED. 

[Scrolls / 

1-2 



gonna 
complain 
you can 
just 

Huh? But 
her un- 

fashionable 
boyfriend 
won't be 

able to give 
her a single 
compli- 
ment. AX 

Someone 
who wears 

such a weird 
mask can't 

You wear 
the eame 
outfit 

365 days 
a year! 

longer to 
get into 
their 

FROM 
PAPER TODAY 15 

THE LANTERNS 

ARAKAWA AND 
RIVER BANK FESTIVAL 

BON MUSIC. 
ODORI* 

TOURNAMENT. 

wearing 
I'd wait a 
another yukata 
12 hours for 
to see те... 

На ha! 
It's а 

festival in 
your brain 

all year 
long! 



WERE 
you 

WAITING 
LONG 



You look 
good with P 

your 
hair up, 
P-ko. 

Do | look 
like a 

stuffed 
animal? 
Does it 

ON THAT POINT 
WE ARE IN TOTAL 
AGREEMENT, 

HOSHI!! 



Oh, the 
portable 
shrine. 

Р 

Does aw, 
she have | e= 

а little | 
make-up 
оты? : 

ТОРАУ 
FEELS LIKE - 

IT'S GOING TO в 
BE A VERY 
SPECIAL 

What 
are they 

we'll pray 
to during 

this 
i festival 



No, Á mS 1 Woo-hoo! 

Ugh, why?! — you SOR. | Wow, 
| just dumb <А you got а 

wanted jerk! § › date with 
to have a Amazoness, 

lovely date you sly 

date, 
wait right? 

Such joy! 
Holding hands 

with you, 
| Just like 
last time... 

To have 
you take 
my hand... 

further 
apart! 



Such bliss, 
to have 

both hands 
held... 

уы | s t What is 
this is an E. Д this form 
evolved 2 
form of Ut | 
a date. 

Two are 
better 

than one, 
of This is 

called a 
double 
date... 



“Chapter 224: Love Rivals 

у NONU NM What~? | о | | What 
5 й | ButNino | ” are you 

sure seems playing, 
ring 

You've around 
got some the 

nerve, rosie?! 

disturbing 
a happy 
couple 

Ш 

“І make \ _ _ —_— 
an S WE: A- We 1 Teacher's 

` b Z ^y » | || type seems е “Че N Z || to be tough 
ап 2 - ; . women... 

get him | 417, d | m more оғ 
To notíce As | | | acute type, 

me! & OO \ | which makes 
à ©. | | it hard... 

Oh, Nino, 
they have 
goldfish 
catch- 

ing! 

Well, 
in a 

sense, 
our 

goals are 
aligned. 



Teacher’s 
staring at 

summer 
L; festival 

Your 
At turn, 

this Nino- 
rate, cchi 

ІІ win 
easily 

! 

& planning on 
= sacrificing 

= anarm toa 
stall at the 

In the river 
back home 
all | have to 
do is put my 
hand in and 

whole schools 

Are you 
talking 
about 
piraña 
in the 
Amazon 

7! 



' Ooh... They're The Arakawa 
red and doesn't have Ne ben ег 
white, fish this fish like 

just like colorful. 
h. 

true feel- 
ings just 

slipped 
out... 

= ye Г THIS 
K Қ 5066У 

/] BROKEN 
CONE 

\ FLOATING 
HERE... 
$ 

Teacher 
likes 

his girls 
strong. 

H (Uy N That 

РИ try — т 2 won’t 

etting | 22 capture 
that red ) H 2 

опе... 



М 
DIGGING 

IN! 

starting 
with that 
red one... 

She's 
an apex 



“Chapter 225: Summer Night Miracle 

everyone! u 
People are 
gathering 
at that 
tower! ШИ 

AM y 

onc da 7 av Пан 

ARNIS MOST V, Г she а 
БЕАЕЗОМЕ — event! 
2240203 LEAVERS е 

Let's 

I'll make Oh 
Teacher's 

4 4 . I 

ENS А that's the C'mon, Nino! 

aus ; Bon Dance? |, Watch me 
melt with Е Leake hit a aes 

my РС 5 eyes an 

dancing | 2 |} difficult 
skills! 5 2 À Же BonxDance 

_ all night!! 

Have more 
paper 

lanterns 
been lit 

Pa 



guys dancing 
in a circle 
around me 
like that... 

| feel like 

youre 
about to 
eat me! 
Stooopp 

I 

Heh heh... 

Ai | Everyone's | 
у 

Np 



í awe- 
watching, some 

he'd ! . 

think so, 
too. 



The 
two of 
them 

are like, 

totes 
perfect 
Рог each 
other! 

I knew 
it all 

along.. 

Teacher 
only has 
eyes for 
Ninocchi 

| think 
giving up 

that easily 
makes 
you 



how 
serious 
you fell 
for that 

idiot. 

What 
is your 
deal?! 

| thought 
it was 
pretty 
cute 

go ahead, 
give up... 

But wait 'til 
you've seen 
my super 

attack! 



LITTLE, 
TOO 
LATE. 

You're the 
second man 
that Lord 

| Garigari has 
recognized 

isl 4 

| 

call us 
“brother,” 

H, U Н тап! 

av! 
85; 

ж” 

er 
> 

ке), a 2 



Previously, 
| drew a 

manga called 
“Nakamura 
Factory” 

that ran in 
Gangan Wing. 

but 
in fact, 

a number 
of Factory 

appear 
in this 

Currently, 
I'm drawing 
“Arakawa 
Under the 
Bridge” for 

Young 
Gangan, manga. 

TO REWARD 
THEM FOR 

THEIR 
NSERVICE...! 

24 SUPER- “еқ 
OVERTIME V^ 
WORK, 

VIOLATING 
ALL 

LABOR 
LAWS... 



ажа ЧАЧ | please HN | == | enjoy 
x | = A your- 
Ë | = ' selves 
J W) = "PP 

~Excursion~ 



FRIED LEEKS Oh? 
Then after Səs | Маһ, at aS Work 
that all m vening start- 

night at 
"Shooting | 

Star.” 

Sometimes 
| work part time 

at “Altair.” 
So my days are 

nights, 
and vice-versa. I'm a pro 

white line 
walker. 

Oh, 
feel sorry 
for the 
animals 

? 



Should 
| order 
a salad 

7? 

EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT 

INORGANIC 
MATERIALS ARE 
FOOD WHEN 
YOU'RE ON 
A BATTLE- 

FIELD! 

| never | £l 
leave tasty. thé 1- 

ту apart- 



Am Il a 

I TO е A 

mo COUNT | irm 
AS 

iem, 

CANNIBAL- 
ISM! 

What?! 
How can | 

| Damn it...!! 
Just ‘cause 
| look a little 

different 
from others... 
Persecuted 
everywhere Б 



HAPPEN...?! | 
/ MEANT TO 
THANK THEM, 

can’t handle 
looking people is 2. 

іп the eye! 
Hosting 

a party is 
too great 
a task!! 

friend 



g 
eat my fill, 
anyways. 
| had fun, 

C'mon, 
don't 
beat 

yourself 

up 
about 

it. 

trouble 
drawing 

cute girls. 
Can you help 

те get 
> better? 

xe at E 
arty, 

that En 
means were 

you can the 
make first 
a wish one to 
and I'll find 
grant me, 

it. 



FICTION. 



THANK YOU FOR BUYING THIS VOLUME OF ARAKAWA! 

ponus manga first. but this. fime we. get an after 

-party with the characters | used in Nakamura. 

very eccentrically... or 50 | thought, but... | 

they always act eccentrically, so | realized it 

' || that weird after а... 

| had alot of fun drawing... 
this, so | hope if made you _ 

wasnt a 

grin. See you next volume! .. 
| 10/17/2008 RE 

Hikaru Nakamura. 



Whaat~! 

/ No, | never look 

good in photos-! 
Don’t | look 

| chubby here? 

| fhink my eyes NOPE, 
THAT PHOTO || | are bigger 
IS ALREADY than they 
SCAM-LEVEL| | ook here... 

D 

<<< 



P-ko: Cosmos 

“A true maiden's heart’ 

Nino: 

Clematis 

“Beautiful 

heart’ 

Shimazaki: 

Nigella 

“Let's meet in 

our dreams.” 

Jacqueline: Sunflower 

"| only have eyes for you.” 
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It sounded | 
like (t | 

e 410 epos 
Chou Ie 

ШИ & lightning 

Distant 
arakawa under the bridge Chapter X-8: | Thunder 
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www.kodansha.us 

"Let's go to Venus!" 

And so the river bank denizens begin training that will let them go to Nino's extraterrestrial 
hometown. But do any of them have what it takes to make it in space? A trip upstream brings 
Rec into contact with a tribe ruled by an Amazoness, who soon sees Nino as her rival. Every- 

one helps build a house for the Mayor and a park for the Metal Brothers. As the cast of charac- 
ters expands daily life on the river bank becomes ever more eventful... 

"Arakawa Under the Bridge may be a comedy starring eccentric 
characters, but there is more than just a bucket of laughs here." 

— The OASG 


